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Abstract 

This research is part of a collaborative effort pursued by faculty and 

graduate students at Simon Fraser University. The project name, LUCID, is an 

acronym representing the overall research goal: Learning for Understanding 

through Culturally Inclusive Imaginative Development: A community-university 

research alliance to build culturally inclusive schools through imaginative 

education. 

The purpose of this research is to address teachers' efforts to implement 

the Imaginative Education approach. Of special concern is how their perceptions 

of "flourishing" are implicated in these efforts. Collaborating teachers work in 

elementary schools with high populations of' First Nations (Aboriginal) heritage. 

This research shares with the LUCID project an action research approach 

but also explores cooperative inquiry and portraiture methodologies. By critically 

witnessing their own daily struggles to affect: change in schools and sharing those 

efforts with others, the participants contribute to the understandings of teacher 

flourishing and its relationships with Imaginative Education. 
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Chapter I 

1.1 Introduction to the Research Project 

The research I have conducted is part of a collaborative effort pursued by a 

number of faculty and graduate students at Simon Fraser University. The project 

name, LUCID, is an acronym that represents, at least in part, the research goal: 

Learning for Understanding through Culturally Inclusive Imaginative 

Development: A community-university research alliance to build culturally 

inclusive schools through imaginative education.1 

1.1.1 Statement of Research Problem 

Many challenges face public school teachers, especially those who teach in 

schools with diverse student populations. In such multicultural schools, teachers 

who choose to instruct with an emancipatory agenda2 must be creative both in 

their approaches to teaching in the classroorn and in finding successful ways to 

work within a bureaucratic school system. Regrettably, many educators striving 

to create positive, sustainable educational change either become numb from what 

they perceive as failure of their efforts and resigned to not undertaking further 

attempts, or they become so overworked trying to meet their diverse students' 

needs that they are unable to grow and learn in their positions (Hargreaves, Earl, 

Moore, and Manning, 2001). The latter state of self-deprivation I call the 

Appendix 1 outlines the details of the project. 
* AS discussed in works such as Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970) and bell hooks' 
Teaching to Transgress (1994). 
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"Gandhi Effect.'' This problem emerges when teachers starve themselves to feed 

their students. 

The specific research that I have conducted as part of the LUCID project 

team has been directed at addressing teachers' efforts to teach imaginatively. I 

have focused particularly on their perceptions of how their own sense OF 

"professional flourishing" is implicated in these efforts. Flourishing3 is il word 

often used - but not to describe teachers - and much of the research being 

conducted with and about teachers is centred on teacher change, professional 

development, and programmatic efforts to increase student performance in the 

face of high accountability with few resources (Hargreaves, Earl, Moore, and 

Manning, 2001). Teacher's voices are still not often heard in the outcry for 

educational reform, nor are they often recognized in academic research settings.4 

My decision to research teacher flourishing is driven by my belief that efforts to 

insure teacher's professional health helps to insure the health of our children, 

and thus, our future. As Bateson suggests in Composing a Life (1989), "The need 

to sustain human growth should be a matter of concern for the entire socciety, 

even more fundamental than the problem of sustaining productivity" (p. 55). 

Always more than a master's thesis, this research was born from my own 

strivings to maintain vitality and flourish as an educator. After teaching in 

secondary schools for over six years in a manner my peers judged to be 

successful, I nevertheless became disheartened by the state of schools in the 

3 An exploration of this term will follow. 
4 Kathleen Casey discusses the silencing of teachers, especially minority women, in her 
introduction to IAnswer with my  Life: Life Histories of Women Teachers Working for Social 
Change. (1993). New York: Routledge. 
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United States and the magnitude of demands placed on teachers who desired to 

be agents of change. When I left teaching to attend graduate school, my desire to 

do research that would support teachers became more urgent. Questions 

concerning ties between human flourishing and teaching continued to dwell with 

me. I did not want to become entrapped in t:he ongoing discussion conccerning 

teacher burnout, as I see the state of human flourishing to be a deeper, 

multifaceted phenomenon. An active teacher and a flourishing teacher are 

analogous to a lit candle and a flourishing fire. When a candle burns out, it leaves 

a lump of wax. When a flourishing fire is extinguished, it leaves an expansive 

area of barren ground. The loss of a flourishing teacher is of such magnitude. 

As I became involved in the Imaginative Education Research Group, I 

began to see connections between teachers' -use of their imaginations and their 

ability to improvise in the classroom. Could a more developed understanding of 

the power of our imaginations enable teachers to flourish professionally? Were 

our imaginations the key to moving from the alienated, fragmented persona of 

post-modern discourse to a self who can not only "articulate her own coherence" 

but also aid others in doing so?5 Although dozens of questions attend to the 

relationships between teacher flourishing and imagination, some of the 'questions 

which guided my initial work are as follows: 

P How are educators using imagination to improvise teaching practices? 

P What factors (administrative, collegial or other) support a climate in which 

teachers can flourish professionally? 

5 Casey, K. (1993). Using Mikhail Bakhtin's theory of the subject, she states that "acting within 
the limitations constructed by the other, she [all individuals] nevertheless has some choice, and 
she has some power." p. 18. 
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P How might this flourishing be implic.ated in teachers' imaginative work to 

create inclusive classrooms?6 

Due to my chosen methodology, I did not enter the research scene nailed 

to these questions, but rather allowed the urgent questions of my fellow inquirers 

to emerge and to be addressed. Since I have sought to write a text that 

transgresses boundaries, that "seeks to create a social science about human life 

rather than on subjects,"(Lincoln and Guba, 1981, p. 184) allowing the focus of 

the inquiry to emerge and yet maintain my own interest in teacher flourishing 

required constant resculpting of my philosophy, my methodology, and my 

relationships with the teachers involved in the project. 

1 . 1  Philosophical, Theoretical, and :Political Grounding 

Initially, this thesis was grounded in the philosophical theories of Aristotle 

and Nietzsche and the discourse on democracy as outlined by Held. As my 

research progressed, the sociocultural theories of Dorothy Holland, Mikhail 

Bakhtin, Clifford Geertz, and Michel Foucault emerged as being relevant to my 

findings. Because of this occurrence, I have included philosophical, theoretical, 

and political frameworks in Chapter 2. I have also included brief summaries of 

contemporary attempts to establish collaborative, democratic research to 

illustrate the "progress" research has made based on these philosophies. I feel 

that this "broadening" of research scope illustrates my personal growth a 

researcher. 

6 In order to narrow the scope and account for what emerged in my research, the focus on 
inclusion in this third question was omitted. 
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1.1.3 Approaches to Research 

This research shares with the LUCID project an action research approach. 

However, this research also encompasses qualitative, cooperative and feminist 

elements especially relevant to the purposes with which I am concerned. Because 

of my quest to find a suitable methodology for researching teacher flourishing, 

this thesis has become a documentation of many explorations: that of t  he 

relationships among teacher flourishing and Imaginative Education, the 

methodologies of cooperative inquiry and portraiture, and of implementing 

Imaginative Education itself. The methodology I have used is a blend of two 

approaches - cooperative inquiry, and portraiture. Instead of being bound by a 

single approach, I found this blend to better suit both the participants' and my 

needs as the research progressed. 

1.1.3.1 Cooperative Inquiry 

In my research, I have attempted to conduct a study with people, not 

about them. This is a point of divergence from traditional qualitative research 

but represents the key aspect of an approach referred to as cooperative inquiry 

(Heron, 1996). Cooperative inquirers do research with people, who are invited to 

be full inquirers with the initiating researcher and become fully involved in 

decision-making (Heron, 1996, p. 3). Researchers choose to explore any aspect of 

the human condition through the instrumentality of their own experience. 

The outcome of good research should not be just books and academic 

papers, but also the creative action of people to address matters that are 

important to them. Cooperative inquiry thus correlates with the approach of 
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action research, but it is also concerned with revisioning understandings of our 

world (in this case, the world of public schools), as well as transforming; practice 

within it (Reason and Heron, "A short guide ..." p. 1). It is essentially tied to the 

idea of human flourishing. 

1.1.3.2Portraiture 

With its focus on narrative and its use of metaphor and symbol, 

portraiture intends to address a wider, more eclectic audience than traditional 

ethnographies that focus on specific cultures (Lawrence-Lightfoot, p. lo,). My 

intention has been to move beyond a solely academic audience by writing in a 

language that is not specifically coded or exclusive and is instead evocative for 

readers who are interested in how imagination and teaching are related. I have 

attempted to highlight one teacher's experience with hope that it will resonate 

with others. While sculpting the portrait, I considered two central questions: (1) 

What in this life would have resonance in other lives? and (2) How might this 

individual experience inform others? (Lawrence-Lightfoot, p.153) My hope is 

that by creating a portrait of a teacher, others may be able to see an image that 

reflects their own state of being in some way. Perhaps readers will reflect on 

what leads to and deters their own flourishing and consider how imagination is 

tied to this reflection. 

1.1.4 Approach to Relationships 

The teachers involved in my research volunteered their time and effort to 

explore the nature of teacher flourishing and Imaginative Education. I encourage 
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those represented in this thesis to see my representation as a reflection of my 

experiences. As Bateson (1977) suggests: 

There are two things about dealing with creative people. One is 
acknowledging their creativity, exploring it with them, getting them 
to do something other than just talking about it, and the other is 
helping them, because it's a hard process, and they can get 
discouraged. The advantage is that they really want to finish their 
creations. The thing that keeps them going isn't charisma-that's 
what hooks them in-it's achieving. Frequently, when you're 
exploring some blockage, just doing it is like holding up a mirror, so 
they can see what they have achieved, and that's more important 
than the actual advice you give. (Bateson, p. 182) 

This thesis is a mirror that reflects m:y beliefs, my research experiences, 

and the relationships between teacher flourishing and Imaginative Education. 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Philosophical Framework 

2.1.1 Definition of Terms 

I will first present the various definitions of the term,_flourishing, and 

illustrate its symbiotic relationship with the word, imagination. Flourishing 

means to "grow well ... thrive ... to do or fare well ... to prosper" ( Webster's Revised 

Unabridged Dictionary, 1998). These definitions could describe a person, a 

plant, or an industry, among others. However, further definitions relate more to 

human beings: "to be in a period of highest productivity, excellence, or influence; 

specifically of authors, painters, etc.; to be in a state of activity or production." 

These definitions seem to suggest that flourishers are "in the zone," in athletic 

terms. For instance, Lance Armstrong, professional cyclist, has been flourishing 

since overcoming cancer and winning the Tour de France six years in a row. 

These definitions also may conjure images of passionate painters, stroking their 

canvasses with a frenzy, perhaps even with a flourish, as represented by the 

following definition: "to make bold, sweeping movements ... to play with. fantastic 

and irregular motion ... to execute in an irregular or fanciful strain of 

music ..."( Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary). These last definitions tie 

flourishing to creativity and risk taking, both of which are, arguably, key aspects 

of master teaching. As a whole, these definitions describe processes that can be 

said to be highly imaginative. 
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Imagination is what gives flourishers creative potency. Is it not striking, 

then, that the definition of the word imagination is rife with references to power: 

"the imagine-making power of the mind: the power to create or reproduce ideally 

an object of sense previously perceived; the representative power: the power to 

reconstruct or recombine the materials furnished by direct apprehension; the 

power of recollection: the power to recombine materials furnished by experience 

or memory for the accomplishment of an elevated purpose"(Webster's I 913 

Dictionary). Imagination instils people with the ability to confront and 

resourcefully deal with unusual problems (FlrordNet, 2005). It is also regarded as 

responsible for "fantasy, inventiveness, idiosyncrasy, and creative, original, and 

insightful thought in general, and, sometimes, for a much wider range of mental 

activities dealing with the non-actual, such as supposing, pretending, 'seeing as', 

thinking of possibilities, and even being mistaken" (Dictionary of Philosophy of 

Mind, 2005). It is the power to improvise. 

The potency of the imagination relies on the mind's capacity to decompose 

its conceptions and then recombine the elements of them at its pleasure. People 

who harness this imaginative power not only survive, but flourish. One would 

think that such flourishing individuals would also be happy, but this is not 

necessarily so. An analysis of the relationship between flourishing indikiduals 

and their state of happiness follows. 

2.1.2 Aristotle: The Telos and its Relationship to Happiness 

The concept of humanflourishing was first recorded by Aristotle (384-322 

BC), who described happiness (eudaemonia) as "human beings flourishing in 
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their natural environment," (Belliotti, 2004, p. 6) and an "activity of the soul in 

accord with excellence" (Belliotti, p. 11). His definition of happiness as 

flourishing extends to "living well and faring well: having and exercising the 

moral and intellectual virtues, while enjoying a measure of material, walrldly, and 

personal success" (Belliotti, p. 11). His recipe for happiness includes attaining 

these five virtues: "wisdom, understanding, prudence, temperance, and 

generosity," while benefiting from a number of "goods": "a congenial home life, 

friends, leisure time, freedom, health, an acceptable physical appearance, and 

material prosperity" (ibid., p. 11). Aristotle explains how and why achieving this 

recipe makes us happy by referring to our telos-our innate goal based on our 

distinctive human function. Because of our biological constitution, he believed 

we are fulfilled only through requisite intellectual and moral activities that lead to 

a goal, all carried out within a social context (Belliotti, p. 6). 

Although Aristotle's concepts have been highly influential in Western 

philosophy, he failed to address the tragic nature of human life and its 

relationship to happiness, instead offering only a picture of a middle-class male 

citizen who enjoys leisure, contemplation, civic participation, relatively good 

luck, and congenial social and family relations.7 In addition, his appeal to a fixed 

human telos as the link between happiness and value is less persuasive today 

than when he wrote, as his views can be considered reductionist in a pluralistic 

society. Most important, his definition of happiness as "faring well" could 

7 Belliotti, p. 15. Aristotle denied that women, slaves, manual labourers could be happy due to the 
virtue of their social positions, which did not grant them the mental capacity or social conditions 
to fare well. As a feminist, I obviously have issues with this ideology, but, then, he was a man of 
his time and accurately saw how poorly women were positioned. 
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describe those who would not consider themselves happy. Individuals like 

Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King, Jr., Mother Teresa, and John Lennon 

could be described as flourishing in their time, but it is difficult to determine if 

they were happy. Thus, Aristotle's definition has been understood morle as the 

concept of human flourishing, a contemporary designation which does not 

require a person to consider themselves happy. Although meeting his list of 

"faring well" increases our chances for happiness, it would seem that a c:onscious 

subjective response entailing sustained joy, contentment, exuberance, or peace is 

necessary for happiness (Belliotti, 2004, p. 18). 

2.1.3 Nietzsche: Enjoying the Struggle 

How does struggling with challenges, even tragedies, influence our 

capacity for flourishing? Nietzsche understood that achieving greatness 

necessarily involves suffering and the overcoming of grave obstacles (Belliotti, p. 

55). Since we cannot eliminate suffering, he said, we should use it creatively; 

consequently, he evaluated people by their ability to transform suffering to 

spiritual advantage. Because suffering and resistance can stimulate our highest 

creative energies, by changing our attitude toward suffering from pity to 

affirmation, we can open ourselves to greatness. For Nietzsche, the joy and 

strength built by such creative struggle surpassed the "happiness" of the "banal 

masses" (Belliotti, p. 56). Although as elitist in his viewpoints as Aristotle, 

Nietzsche thought the ability to understand and celebrate the unpredictable 

nature of existence and the fragility of our social structures and to find happiness 

in the process of experiences that are affirming could grant even those not born 
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into aristocracy the highest mentality of amor fati, the unconditional love of life 

(Belliotti, p. 91). The trick to creative living is to use suffering as a springboard 

for robust creative striving, which creates meaning and purpose for life. People 

who live in such a way become "grand transcenders" who are deeply and self- 

consciously engaged in the project of deconstructing, re imagining, and 

recreating the self (ibid., p. 116). 

Applying Nietzsche's ideology to the 'lifestyle and practice of teachers can 

evoke interesting insights regarding teacher flourishing. Since teachers 

encounter daily challenges as they are confronted with students of diverse needs, 

ever-changing curriculum, increasingly mandated tests, and concerned parents, 

how they respond to these struggles has important implications for their 

possibilities for flourishing. These notions are echoed and specified in Holland's 

(1998) sociocultural orientation to improvisation, which is explored below. 

2.2 Theoretical Framework 

2.2.1 Improvising Worlds 

Whereas Nietzsche posited the importance of transcending boundaries 

and reimagining the self, he did not indicate much about how this process could 

be undertaken in the social spaces we live in, most of which are more 

bureaucratic than democratic. The work of sociocultural theorists suggests how 

this work might be taken up by individuals in the positions to which they find 

themselves assigned. 
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In their work, Identity and Agency in Cultural Worlds (1998), Holland, 

Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain state their ob:jective: to recognize human beings as 

bounded social and cultural creatures, but to recognize the manner in which 

individuals and groups sculpt their identities, "led by hope, desperation, or even 

playfulness, but certainly by no rational plan" (p. 7). Holland et al. seek to move 

beyond the culturalist and constructivist approaches by building upon elements 

of Vygotsky (1978), Bourdieu (1977), and Bakhtin's (1981) theories of culture, 

identity, and discourse. 

Culturalists theorize that people are socialized in given cultural milieus to 

internalize morals, beliefs and knowledge valorised in those settings. 

Constructivists put forward that social positions (based on unequal distributions 

of power and privilege) have major implications for the participation or exclusion 

of people from the milieus they inhabit. In Holland et al.'s perspective, neither 

socialization nor positioning tells the whole story of persons' lives. Rather, 

Holland et al. theorize that actors respond to these socio-cultural elements in 

creative ways, often improvising novel activities (Holland et al., 1998, p, 13). 

People constantly face disjoint circunlstances in which they need to 

improvise a response. Hence, who we are (our identities) may be under constant 

reformulation. As we relate to new circumsl:ances and with new people, we 

change in a multitude of ways. Four specific ideas help to indicate how this 

change might occur: figured worlds, positionality, the space of authoring, and 

imagined worlds (Holland et al., 1998). 
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2.a.l.iFigured Worlds 

In Holland's terms, "A figured world is a socially and culturally 

constructed realm of interpretation in which particular characters and actors are 

recognized, significance is assigned to certa:in acts, and particular outcomes are 

valued over others" (1998, p. 52). In the figured world of the Catholic Church, for 

example, the Pope is the recognized leader, attendance, prayer, and confession 

are significant acts, and the dissemi:nation of the Christian faith is highly valued. 

The rules of the Church are authoritative discourses (Bakhtin, 1981) that shape its 

realm. Those who violate these rules may be condemned and ostracisecl. 

2.2.1.2 Positionality 

Positionality is one's relational identity. It concerns one's social ;place, 

entitlement, and how one identifies one's position relative to others in terms of 

power, social affiliation and distance (Holland et al., p. 127). Persons look at the 

world from the positions into which they are cast consistently and often act 

accordingly (Holland et al., p. 44). 

In this realm of identity, one's acts constitute relations of hierarc:hy. One's 

acts and comfort level are determined by her own assessment of her place in the 

world. This perceived position may lead minority groups to silence themselves 

and Presidents to attempt to conquer the world. Positionality affects confidence, 

and being "low" in position can inhibit creative action altogether: 

Such persons [in reference to those who hold a "low" position] lose 
their creativity: because they are compelled to assume the identity 
of the Other-in exchange for academic success-they cannot 
represent themselves; they are forced to masquerade as the 
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authentic, idealized 'Other."' (Fordham, 1993, p. 26, cited in 
Holland et al., p. 132) 

Much of the space of our lives is a masquerade. Through acknowledging our 

identities as being tied to the communities we inhabit but allowing for individual 

agency in the fashioning of these identities, we create spaces of authorship. 

2.2.1.3 Space of Authoring 

Mikhail Bakhtin (1981) brings attention to the process of "dialogi.sm," in 

which sentient beings always exist in a space of being 'addressed' and in. the 

process of 'answering"' (Holquist, 1990, p. 169). In this space, there is no human 

action that is singularly expressive. 'The author works within and alongs.ide a set 

of constraints that are also a set of possibilities for utterance (ibid., p. 171). "In 

'answering,' the self "authors" the world-including itself and others" (illid). 

Identities are thus social forms of organization, public and intimate, tha.t mediate 

a development of human agency. Subjectiviiy happens at an interface b t  >tween 

the social and embodied sources of the self. This is called the self-in-practice, or 

the "authoring self' (Bakhtin, p. 32). 

The space of authoring is a social space of struggle, and intentionally 

joining this struggle has a powerful effect on one's identity and agency: 

This process ... becomes especially important in those cases where a 
struggle against such images has already begun, where someonle is 
striving to liberate himself from the influence of such an image and 
its discourse by means of objectification, or is striving to expose the 
limitations of both image and discourse. The importance of 
struggling with another's discourse, its influence in the history of an 
individual's coming to ideological consciousness, is enormous. 
One's own discourse and one's own voice, although born of another 
or dynamically stimulated by another, will sooner or later begin to 
liberate themselves from the authority of the other's discouirse. 
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This process is made more complex by the fact that a variety of 
alien voices enter into the struggle for influence within an 
individual's consciousness. (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 348) 

The writing of this thesis, for example, represents my own struggle with: various 

limitations of schools of thought, methodologies, and relationship boundaries. 

2.2.1.4 Imagined Worlds 

School often begins through play, and play happens through the world in 

which it is observably set. When we master play, we master our imagination, for 

"the social practice of 'acting otherwise' becomes the grounds for 'thinking 

otherwise"' (Holland et al., p. 236). The capacity to formulate other social 

scenarios through imagination ensures one's individual agency (ibid., p. 236). As 

Weber (1978) proposes, there may be an iron cage around us, but not wj thin us, 

as long as we can imagine other possibilities. Imagined worlds can be potent 

cultural resources that help us envision new identities and act to bring them to 

fruition. Once developed, discussed, and otherwise "played with," new worlds 

can become foundations for changes in greater society. 

Individuals labouring in isolation cannot author identity. Since creativity 

is collectively enabled, it takes a group of active players to create an imagined 

world and pass it on to others (Holland et al., p. 275). Just as identity cannot be 

authored individually (ibid., p. 272), the boundaries of Imaginative Education 

must be played with collectively. This social play develops competency in newly 

imagined communities. Such newly imagined worlds "build in their rehearsal a 

structure of disposition, a habitus, that comes to imbue the cultural media, the 

means of expression, that are their legacy" (Holland et al., p. 273). This has 
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interesting implications for a consideration of teachers' imaginative acts and their 

relationships to other players, be they students, peers or members of the 

Imaginative Education Research Group (1E:RG). How these players are 

positioned relative to one another may contribute to (or hinder) their possibilities 

for collective imagining. This will be considered in more depth in Chapter 5. 

2.2.2 Fossilization 

Improvisations, although seemingly fleeting acts, can lead to lifestyle 

changes in whole societies. According to Bourdieu's "practice theory," (1977) 

improvisations happen when "our past, brought to the present as habitus, meets 

with a particular combination of circumstances for which they have no 

programmed response" (Holland et al., p. 18). Through improvisation, 

significant changes occur in lifestyle from one generation to another, for the 

initiatives of the parent generation are the beginning of a new habitus for the 

next generation. In other words, sediment from one woman's experiences 

grounds her improvisations, which are influenced by the cultural resources 

available and are subject to the positions afforded her in the current 

circumstance. The more habitual the "new" improvisations become in a present 

generation, the more prone they are to   fossilization."^ These whims of 

improvisations may one day become an icon for future practices, a process of 

heuristic development (Holland et al., p. 40). Therefore, teachers who iimprove 

their ability to improvise by strengthening their imaginative ability may, in 

creating opportunities for improvisation for their students, act as catalysts for 

"Fossilization" is Vygotsky's term (1978). 
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societal change. If their students have opportunities to improvise they ]may feel 

more secure and confident in their abilities to do so not only in the figu:red world 

of the classroom, but also in other worlds they may encounter. 

2.2.3 Improvising and Composing Lives 

In Composing a Life (1989), Bateson suggests that the compositions of 

individual improvisations be shared as models of possibility for future 

generations (p. 232). AS each person does identity work by improvisation, she 

discovers the shape of her creation along the way, rather than simply pursuing a 

vision already defined. Composing a life means integrating one's own 

commitments with the differences created by change and the differences that 

exist between the people of our pluralistic society (Bateson, p. 59). To compose, 

we must be open to possibilities and gather the capacity to put these possibilities 

together in a way that is structurally sound (ibid., p. 263). The first process is 

improvisational, requiring the imagination to gather the resources available, 

create new resources, and combine them in various ways; the second process is 

one of memory, requiring the imagination to reproduce, recollect, and 

reconfigure past solutions to challenges (ibid., p. 34). Composing a life as an 

artistic task requires individuals to find a way of taking what is simply ugly and, 

instead of trying to deny it, using it in a broader design (ibid., p. 211). Following 

Nietzsche's ideal of amor fati (1954), artists grapple with all aspects of their 

environment and incorporate them unconditionally into their work. 

Bateson shares Held's viewpoint (1984), which is discussed in the 

following political framework, that human beings must evolve toward a more 
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accepting, open, democratic society in order to flourish. She believes th,at "one of 

the great steps forward in history was learning to regard those who spoke odd- 

sounding languages and had different smells and habits as fully human. The next 

step, which we have not yet fully made, is the willingness to question and 

purposefully alter one's own conditions and habits, to learn by observing others" 

(Bateson, p. 57). When she teaches anthropology, she encourages students to 

think in terms of three cultures, because they could too easily reduce true human 

diversity to a single dimension of difference - us and them, civilized and savage 

(ibid., p. 70). She also stresses to these students that the fundamental problem 

of our society and our species today is to discover a way to "flourish" that will not 

be at the expense of some other community or of the biosphere, that we must 

replace competition with creative inter-dependence (ibid., p. 239). 

The struggle to combine commitments in order to flourish is really a 

search for ways to make the combinations nlutually enhancing. Bateson says, 

"Implicit in everything we do is a longing for synergy, a hope that when there are 

competing demands on our time or strength we can find a non-zero-surn 

solution-not this replacing that, but this enhancing that" (Bateson, p. 238). It is 

not sufficient to reject one tradition and embrace another, nor is it sufficient to 

"camp out" in a new tradition without commitment, taking refuge in relativism to 

avoid responsibility and using distance to avoid the need to criticize the culture 

one comes from (ibid., p. 66). We must create new ways of being as our lives, and 

our world, evolve. 
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Bateson believes it is time to explore the creative potential of interrupted 

and conflicted lives, in which energies are not narrowly focused nor pointed 

toward a single ambition (ibid., p. 9). These are lives in which commitments are 

continually refocused and redefined; these are, in my opinion, the very 'lives of 

teachers. By observing how teachers have coped with discontinuities in their 

lives, we may discover important clues that will help others cope with the 

unfolding education agenda. 

Bateson, like Nietzsche (1954), and Hargreaves (2001),9 believes that 

within discontinuity is implied possibility as well as loss and the need to 

construct a new model of self-preservation that proclaims commitment without 

dependency (Bateson, p. 197). The central swvival skills are building the capacity 

to pay attention and respond to changing circumstances, to learn and adapt to 

new environments (ibid., p. 231). While immersed in the changing milieus of 

educational practice, each teacher searches for her own kind of integrity, learning 

to improvise in a culture where she can only partly be at home (Bateson, p. 13). 

2.2.4 Interpretation as an Imaginative Act 

Conducting research with integrity while also allowing for creativity is the 

work of qualitative researchers, especially those attempting to interpret culture. I 

see three significations for imagination in my work as it relates to the following: 

ethnography, the work of teachers, and the theoretical framework of Imaginative 

Education. Interpreting these overlapping layers of meaning is a complex task. 

9 Hargreaves' research is discussed in the Political Framework. 
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According to Clifford Geertz in The Interpretation of Cultures (1,973)~ 

"What the ethnographer is faced with is a m.ultiplicity of complex conceptual 

structures, many of them superimposed upon or knotted into one another ... which 

he must contrive somehow to grasp and then to render" (p. lo). In a place like 

schools, what most prevents those of us who grew up in separate cultures from 

grasping what people are up to is not ignora.nce as to how cognition works, but 

"lack of familiarity with the imaginative universe within which their acts are 

signs"(Geertz, p. 13). Anthropological writings are second and third order 

interpretations, so to construct descriptions of the involvements of teaclhers is 

clearly an imaginative act (p. 15). This thesis is thus an imaginative act relating 

to the imaginative work of teachers involved in implementing Imaginatiive 

Education. 

Although the appraisal of an ethnographic account rests with the degree to 

which the writer is able to clarify what goes on, (Geertz, p. 16) "nothing has done 

more to discredit cultural analysis than the construction of impeccable depictions 

of formal order in whose actual existence nobody can quite believe" (ibid., p. 18). 

Thus, I have written about how I understand what I observed and trust that it is 

not necessary to know everything to understand something (p. 20). 

When we apply the philosophical and theoretical frameworks of human 

flourishing, identity, and imagination, "teacher flourishing" becomes a term that 

describes professional educators possessing the power to utilize their 

imaginations to create vibrant classroom climates and engaging curricullar units 

that allow spaces for self-fashioning. Although such teachers may maintain these 
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characteristics in adverse educational environments, it would seem that the 

suggested freedom and camaraderie of a democratic climate would fostler a 

community of flourishing teachers. It becomes necessary, then, to look into the 

variety of ways "democracy" is interpreted currently, and what such a setting can 

offer as far as foundational support for educational institutions. 

2.3 Political Framework 

Democracy is a term heralded across mountaintops and placed on the 

tallest pillars of North American society, but it remains a concept heatedly 

debated. In today's postmodern society, meaning making is a pluralistic, evolving 

phenomenon, and reform efforts to restructure governmental power and civic 

structure are aimed to equalize the capacities of humankind to make these 

meanings. It is no longer an acceptable dem.ocratic practice to invite an:yone 

interested to participate; instead, "spaces" a.re "created" by those intendling to 

minimize privileged voices and evoke those often silenced. The question 

remains: how much democracy do we need? The seductive aspects of "unity" 

and "justice" that pervade political discourse create assumptions and invite 

patterns of repetition. These same patterns are replicated in research 

methodologies, so it is important to look at their origin and evolution. 

Democracy has evolved significantly since the time of Aristotle. ]For 

instance, contemporary liberals agree that liberal educational institutions need to 

disconnect their evaluation and functioning from a teleological understanding of 

human beings or the designation of the activities and practices signalling human 

flourishing (Mara, 1998, p. 2). According to this viewpoint, democracy seen as a 
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regime characterized by freedom and equality accommodates a variety of 

competing conceptions of "the good life." By refraining from endorsing a single 

vision of the "good" human being, democracy allows its citizens substantial 

freedom of choice. While this openness accepts the possibility of serious mistakes 

about private goals, democratic citizenship stands independent of the practice, 

and perhaps even the possibility, of human excellence, and thus human 

flourishing (Mara, p. 301). 

Is it possible, however, for a democratic setting to exist separate from a 

participatory public? Aristotle's teleological understanding of human practice 

challenges this separation. For him, it is illusory to expect that even moderate 

regimes can encourage the development of "good citizens without also 

attempting to foster the growth of people who are also "good" human beings 

(Mara, p. 301). Thus, as Holland et al. (1998) suggest, the educational processes 

of socialization and individuation are interconnected and are influenced by the 

political culture. Constructive education within democratic societies therefore 

requires a knowledgeable appreciation of the liberal institution's influence and 

limitations. For Aristotle, the best available education does not require the 

creation of a more communitarian culture that challenges liberalism. Instead, it 

relies on the encouragement of a choice - worthy human practice that is 

accessible within liberal democratic political culture (ibid., p. 301). Although 

human beings need a strong social aspect of their lives to flourish, they do not 

need to be part of a commune or find consultation for every choice they need to 

make. 
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Presently challenging one another in the democratic arena are the New 

Right and New Left theorists. In general, the New Right, often called neo- 

liberalism or neo-conservatism, holds that political life should be a matter of 

individual freedom and initiative, like economic life (Held, 1984, p. 175:). 

Therefore, a free market society that works alongside a "minimal" state is the key 

political objective. New Right thinkers insist that individual freedom and 

responsibility have been compromised recently due to bureaucratic agencies 

increasingly regulating and controlling people's activities. They call for an 

advancing "liberalism7' against "democracy'" by limiting the state's use clf power. 

They believe that the ideas behind distributive justice are unjust because 

"equitable distribution" always requires a central authority to act as ifii: knew 

what people should receive for their efforts and how they should behave. They 

therefore put their collective hope in the free market, a "suficiently sensitive 

mechanism for determining 'collective7 choice on an individual basis" (Held, p. 

175). 

The New Left theorists, on the other hand, question the extent to which 

individuals are "free" in contemporary liberal democracies. To enjoy liberty, they 

say, means to not only enjoy equality before the law, but also to have the 

capacities (the material and cultural resources) to be able to choose between 

courses of action (Held, p. 176). The existing relationships between men and 

women, working, middle, and upper classes, various ethnic groups, homo and 

heterosexuals do not allow formally recognized rights to be realized. They believe 

that the rights stated in democratic theory are impotent if they cannot be 

practiced in everyday situations, and they view the current privileges of 
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individuals to be highly unequal. One illustrative comment from the Left: "The 

doors of the Court of Justice stand open to all, like the doors to the Ritz Hotel" 

(ibid., p. 177). 

Held (1984) identifies two main problems with current democratic society 

that encapsulate issues from the Left and the Right. First, the structure of civil 

society, which includes private ownership of productive property and vast sexual 

and racial inequalities, does not create equa.1 spaces for effective participation, 

thoughtful political understanding, and equal control of the political agenda. 

Second, the structure of the liberal-democratic state, which includes large, often 

unaccountable bureaucratic apparatuses, institutional dependence for capital 

accumulation, and politicians distracted by pending elections, does not create an 

organizational force that can adequately regulate civil power centres (Held, p. 

181). It is necessary, therefore, to look beyond the polarizing forces of tlhe Left 

and Right to create a form of democracy that addresses these two issues 

creatively. Held does so through his concept of "democratic autonomy." 

Held's "democratic autonomy" position commits to the idea that the 

liberty of some individuals should not be allowed at the expense of others, and 

seeks to place at its centre the right of all citizens to participate in public affairs 

(Held, p. 186). "For democracy toflourish'o today, he proclaims, "it has to be 

conceived as a double-sided phenomenon: concerned, on the one hand:, with the 

reform of state power and, on the other hand, with the restructuring of civil 

society" (Held, 182). If we choose democracy, we must choose to operationalize a 

lo Emphasis added. 
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radical system of individual rights while eroding the systematic privileges enjoyed 

by some social groups at the expense of others. 

Held admits his ideology raises profound questions, but he models a 

recreative stance that Nietzsche would surely applaud. At any rate, it is quite 

evident that although the concept of democracy has evolved significantly since its 

conception, it still is in need of refashioning. Currently, researchers are exploring 

democratic methods and representation as they work collaboratively with 

teachers. I have found the works of Miller (~ggo), Clift (1995), Rosenholtz (1989), 

and Hargreaves (2001) instructive in helping me to work towards a democratic 

approach to conducting research with teachers. What follows is a brief 

description of their work. 

2.3.1 Miller: Educational Researchers as Creators of Space 

In Creating Spaces and Finding Voices (iggo), Miller traces the steps of 

five teachers and a university professor as they experiment with collaborative 

inquiry to determine constraints and possibilities for teacher empowerment as 

co- researchers. Questioning the democratized research process that became 

popular during the 19807s, Miller wished to examine the ways in which their own 

research processes might unintentionally reproduce the same oppressions as 

traditional research by their imposing meanings on situations, rather than 

constructing meaning through negotiation with other research participants 

(Miller, p. 14). They sought to challenge their research processes, even if 

described as reciprocal and liberating in intent, to see if these processes were 

contributing to a situation of power in which the university researcher alone 
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remained an "expert" (Miller, p. 15). It is her opinion that freedom emerges 

through risk taking, challenging, and taking initiative. Like Bateson (1989), she 

suggests that "By knowing the ways of others' histories," she quotes, "we may be 

encouraged to see beyond and through our own" (deLauretis, 1986, as cited in 

Miller, 1990, p. 15). 

Together, the researchers articulate three main obstacles: barriers of 

time, layers of assumptions, and ambiguity (Miller, p. 1). As the group continued 

to meet, Miller clearly explained that she could provide no definitive answers for 

the forms that teacher-oriented research might take. However, what she could 

offer is "a detailing of the processes as well as problematic aspects of dialogue 

and collaboration that characterize our particular forms of inqui ry... the 

constantly changing and emerging nature of our voices, and the questions and 

points of dissonance that accompany our explorations" (Miller, p. 7). She found 

that meeting on their own time assured that: all were motivated by a true sense of 

curiosity and a sense of possible meaningful. connections and that focusing on 

gaining understanding of forces that guide and shape daily practice helped to 

clarify ambiguity (Miller, p. 28). 

Quite insightful are her comments on the seductive aspects of "unity," 

which can threaten to obscure the positive and necessary differences among 

group members: "In my desire for the comforts of unity, I was ignoring the 

overlapping yet varying experiences that marked each of our understandings of 

our teacher-researcher work" (Miller, p. 91). One can become entrapped within 

collaborative assumptions just as easily as within individual assumptions (Miller, 
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p. 103). As a result, group members must explore the balancing points between 

personal and collective interactions. 

2.3.2 Clift: Collaborative Leadership 

Clift explores collaborative leadership in a project titled "Time for 

Reflection: A Project in Collaborative Leadership for Working More Efffectively in 

Multicultural Settings" (Clift, 1995). Based on an action research approach over 

three years, their model for collaboration, termed professional reflective activity, 

is too relationally distant for my preferences, but it offers many tools fo:r research, 

nonetheless. The most pervasive metaphors presented are those of the "parlour 

guests" and the "interior designers." 

Parlours, well-kempt rooms at the front of many older homes in North 

America and England, were used to entertain guests (Clift, p. 3). While guests 

were entertained, family members were able to maintain their daily routines 

behind parlour doors safely away from scrutinizing gazes, and guests were not 

subjected to the "messiness" of their associates' daily home lives. In the parlour 

tradition, educational researchers often seek to study aspects of schooling 

without interfering or becoming personally involved in the entire schooll context. 

Carefully structured visits and interviews ensure that researchers gain the 

information they desire while remaining apart from the private worlds of the 

people and places studied. 

While parlour guests remain only in the parlour area, "interior designers" 

may sometimes venture into the living areas, often for the purpose of helping 

occupants rearrange the metaphoric furniture or "redecorating" (Clift, p. 3). 
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Sometimes invited, sometimes not, these guests intend to "fix" what is "'broken." 

Although sometimes their advice is helpful, irritation can occur if occupants 

decide not to implement suggested "renovations" or when scholars are perceived 

as uncaring and unrealistic. 

Their project was quite a helpful guide for planning how to structure and 

"lead" the cooperative inquiry group that could venture beyond the parlour in a 

respectful manner. I will discuss this approach in Chapter 3. 

2.3.3 Rosenholtz: Organizing for Commitment 

In Teachers' Workplace: The Social Organization of Schools (1989), 

Rosenholtz examines the school as a workplace, combining quantitative and 

qualitative research methods to gauge school effectiveness and, more 

importantly, how school organizations affect teachers and their teaching. She 

determined that teachers' workplace commi.tment, which relates directly to their 

professional fulfilment, is determined by three workplace conditions: ( I )  

teacher's empowerment, which gives them the sense that student growth and 

development results directly from their instruction, (2) teachers' learning 

opportunities, which offer them a sense of continuing challenge and grclwth that 

makes greater environmental mastery and c.ontro1 possible, and (3) teachers' 

psychic rewards, which ensure their continuous school wide contributions 

(Rosenholtz, p. 7). These conditions and the daily school structure influence 

teachers as they seek to make sense of their school world in order to sirrlplify, 

predict, and control events (Rosenholtz, p. 11). If teachers are uncertain about 
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the technology11 of teaching, they will be unable to "rally" in a single-minded 

pursuit, to ask for help from their peers, and to have faith in their students7 

abilities to learn. Like Holland, Rosenholtz sees this attitude as being determined 

socially rather than objectively (Rosenholtz, p.11). Her work adds a needed 

dimension in my research - that of the influences of workplace conditions, 

organization, and leadership on teacher flourishing. 

2.3.4 Hargreaves: The Nature of Teacher Change 

The purpose of one of Hargreaves' latest work (2001)~ which he conducted 

with Earl, Moore, and Manning and portrayed in Learning to Change: Teaching 

Beyond Subjects and Standards, is to determine how and to what extent teachers 

were able to integrate changes into their pra.ctice, to examine understandings that 

teachers developed of changes embedded in new curriculum, to identify what 

conditions, supports, and processes were necessary for them to do so, and to 

understand their experiences of the changes involved (pp. 11-12). His results 

focus on recommended actions for school leaders who hope to help teachers 

weather change. 

Hargreaves insists that we cannot raise standards for students by 

"dumbing down their teachers with inflexible systems of standardization" 

(Hargreaves et al., p. 196). In contrast, his "action implications7' for school 

leaders involve time for teacher reflection and experimentation with current 

reforms; building teams carefully to ensure t:rust is fostered instead of thwarted; 

getting involved on an administrative level to witness firsthand the messiness of 

11Technology is her term for the skills needed to operate in a classroom of students. 
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change and to act as consistent leadership, and according high priority to both 

emotional and intellectual goals (Hargreaves et al., p. 194). He states that a gap 

exists in the educational change literature and standards-based reform 

concerning the emotional aspects of teaching and change (ibid., p. 193). Thus, 

there is an acute need for more narrative inquiries (such as Bateson's work) or 

otherwise qualitative methods to evoke voices in this area. 

2.3.5 The Democratic Process 

In response to this need to evoke and portray often unheard voices, I have 

attempted through conducting a cooperative inquiry and presenting a respectful 

portrait of a participating teacher, to follow a process that is strikingly 

democratic. However, from a Foucaultian (1975) perspective, "any alternative 

discourse runs the risk of emerging as a new 'regime of truth' with its own set of 

disciplinary practices and its own unique forms of oppression" (Anderson, p. 

331). Since power is not wielded but embedded in social situations, people are 

caught up in power situations of which they themselves are the bearers (ibid., p. 

334). 

According to Barker (1993)~ "the relative success of a certain approach 

hinges not on reducing control but on achieving a system of control that is more 

effective than that of other systems" (p. 433, cited in Anderson, 1983, p. 337) 

Concertive control is much more subtle than a director giving orders to ia group of 

workers. In a concertive system, "the workers create a values-based system of 

control and then invest themselves in it through their strong identity with the 

system" (Barker, p. 434). 
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Collaborative action research can either open up authentic spaces or 

discipline (bind) school professionals through what Foucault calls "past:oral 

power" (Anderson, p. 343). Foucault argues that participatory methodologies are 

no less oppressive than traditional methodologies. This is the line of thought that 

caused Miller to scrutinize meaning making in her collaborative researcth 

experiences. Although I see their point that our perceptions of our positions 

within these structures may be limiting, I recognize levels of oppression. Asking 

for someone's opinion and creating a space .for them to share it, willingly, is less 

likely to be oppressive than liberating. In addition, even the most oppressed 

individuals still have some agency over their own thoughts and imaginations. For 

instance, they can absent themselves in the case of this project. 

For Foucault, transgressing (protesthg and attempting to break,) the 

limits imposed by discourses and disciplinary practices is the highest 

achievement of human subjects (Anderson, p. 345). Although I am not in entire 

agreement, I have striven to push the boundaries of research methodology 

through my work. 
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Introduction: Approach to Research 

This thesis documents many explorations: the relationship between 

teacher flourishing and Imaginative Education, the implementation of 

Imaginative Education in one setting, and the blending of two methodologies - 

Cooperative Inquiry, and Portraiture. This c:hapter describes the combination of 

research methodologies used in this research and elaborates on how they were 

improvised to fit the needs of the research participants. 

Researchers involved in the LUCID project incorporate an action research 

methodology. According to Grundy and Kemmis (1982), action research is 

characterized by its repeated patterns of planning, acting, observing, reflecting, 

and replanning, and it involves a high degree of participation and collab'oration: 

In action research, all actors involved in the process are equal 
participants, and must be involved in every stage of the research 
process. Collaborative participation in theoretical, practical, and 
political discourse is a hallmark of action research and the action 
researcher. (p. 87) 

Action research is an important part of current, ongoing practice by 

practitioners for practitioners (Zuber-Skerritt, 1992, pp. 11-17). TO accomplish 

the objectives of the LUCID research project, a sustained research alliance is 

essential (Fettes, LUCID research proposal, 2004). For a transformation of 
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teaching practices to take place on a foundational level, knowledge must be 

shared and developed among a professional. community of educators.12 

The purpose of action research is to evoke change; thus, the process 

involves determining a problem to be solved, determining a plan of action to 

address this problem, and following through in an appropriate manner. 

However, researchers focused solely on problem solving do not usually delve 

deeply into theories of the human condition. (Heron, 1996). Because my focus 

has been the dynamics of a human condition, that of teacher flourishing, action 

research alone with its singular focus on problem solving would have constrained 

both the research and its interpretation. With this in mind, my research has been 

qualitative in style with a strong focus on inquiry. In particular, for reasons I will 

explain more fully in a later section of this chapter, I found Portraiture 

(Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, 1997) useful for portraying research data. 

Qualitative research focuses on people in their own social settings and the 

meanings actors bring to their situation (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994, p. 2). 

Researchers seek to negotiate three things with these actors: (I) access to their 

setting, (2) issues involved in ongoing management of the research, and. (3) the 

delivery of the interpretations of the research (Heron, 1996, p.3). Given the 

political consequences of some current research, "which seems to solicit. teachers' 

understandings only to sit in judgment upon them9'(Casey, 1993, p. 5), I searched 

for the most democratic form of research currently available, and initially settled 

on Cooperative Inquiry. 

l2 See Appendix for an overview of the overall LUCID research team structure. 
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3.2 Cooperative Inquiry 

3.2.1 Defining Characteristics 

Cooperative Inquiry, a methodology coined by John Heron (1996) and 

further developed with Peter Reason (2001:),l3 stresses the importance of fully 

involving participants in all aspects of the research process (Heron, 1996, p. 3). 

This includes determining the focus of the research, structuring the inquiry 

sessions, and compiling the findings. In my research, I have attempted to conduct 

a study with people, not about them. This involvement on a participant level is a 

point of divergence from traditional qualitative research. 

Cooperative inquiry is a method of working with others who have similar 

cl e sense concerns and interests in order to (1) better understand one's world, mc k 

of one's life, and develop creative ways of looking at things, and (2) learn how to 

act to change things that one chooses and find out how to do things better 

(Reason and Heron, 2001, p.1). Researchers choose to explore any aspect of the 

human condition through the instrumentality of their own experience. A 

systematic approach to developing understa.nding and taking action, in 

cooperative inquiry, groups engage themselves in cycles of action and reflection, 

like most action research. However, in this .form of inquiry, the process has four 

distinct phases. 

In Phase One, a group of co-researchers, usually ranging in numbers from 

5 to 12, form and establish a common interest. They discuss their concerns and 

share their interests regarding an essential human activity or state, then. establish 

'3 John Heron is the Director for The International Centre for Cooperative Inquiry, Auckland, 
New Zealand. Peter Reason is a professor at the University of Bath, England. 
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an inquiry question. They agree to undertake some action that will contribute to 

exploring this question and establish a procedure for recording both their own 

and each other's experiences (Reason and Heron, 1999, p. 3). 

For example, in September, 2004 in .the Fraser Valley of British Columbia, 

Canada, a group of 12 people committed to joining an inquiry group to explore 

relationships among teacher flourishing, Imaginative Education, and cultural 

inclusion. These participants were already a part of the LUCID research team as 

practicing teachers and administrators. After a brief demonstration on the 

process of cooperative inquiry, all of the district teachers and administrators who 

were part of the overall project decided to join the inquiry. Over six months, 

participants held seven inquiry sessions and I spent over a dozen additi'onal days 

in teachers' classrooms. 

After several meetings designed to explore the concept of teacher 

flourishing and to establish group procedural norms, the participants decided to 

focus on the inquiry question, "What is and is not Imaginative Education?" 

Journals were distributed for recording their explorations of both this question 

and how their strivings to incorporate Imaginative Education affected their state 

of flourishing as teachers, and meetings were designed as workshops for 

discussing and designing imaginative education lessons with their peers. At this 

time, they sought no aid from the university and decided not to pursue master's 

degrees as an Imaginative Education cohort, an option that LUCID participants 

in other participating districts took. 
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In Phase Two of the inquiry process, participants apply their agreed 

actions to their everyday life. All should initiate, observe, and record th.eir own 

and each other's actions and the effects of these actions. At first, they may simply 

reflect on their own experience, and then begin trying out new forms of action 

based on their understandings gleaned from these reflections (Reason and 

Heron, 1999, p. 2). 

Members of the group implemented Imaginative Education lessons and 

units according to their present understandings of what constitutes imaginative 

education. Some participants fully engaged with the approach by redesigning 

their classrooms, designing whole units, and modifying their methodology at a 

foundational level. Others observed and recorded how they already incorporated 

imagination in their standard lessons and rrlethodologies, and a few designed 

new mini-lessons by using and adapting lesson frameworks provided by the 

LUCID research team. At meetings sponsored by a different school each session, 

they discussed their experiences, both frustrating and invigorating, and shared a 

meal. 

In Phase Three of the inquiry process, participants should be more fully 

engaged in the experience than in Phase Two, according to Reason and Heron. 

This involves potentially being more open to the research process, more 

confident in themselves as researchers, and more substantially committed to 

acting, observing, and reflecting on their experiences. They may deepen and 

problematize inquiries so that superficial understandings are elaborated and 

developed, or they may venture away from the original inquiry into unpredicted 
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actions and unique insights (Reason and Heron, 1999, p.4). It is even possible 

that they become so enmeshed with their practice that they forget they are an 

essential part of a research group: there maly be personal, practical crises, they 

may become enthralled, or they may simply forget. The "touchstone" (ibid., p. 4) 

of this methodology, Phase Three is a time when many practical skills and new 

core understandings arise. 

For the inquiry group, this was a perlod when teachers either opted out of 

the process or more fully committed to it. F'or reasons that will be discussed in 

the following chapters, attendance at meetings became erratic. However, to 

illustrate, one of the participants who had fidly engaged in the approach was so 

confused by the current state of her classroom and the lack of clarity regarding 

the approach that she ceased participating for several months. Those who kept 

attending inquiry sessions expressed that the contact provided at the meetings, 

not only with peers but also with university researchers, helped them to1 continue 

implementing the approach. 

Phase Four completes the cycle of inquiry. At an agreed time, the 

participants meet to consider their original questions in light of reflections on 

their experience. They may now develop a new central inquiry question and 

adjust the norms for the meetings and the procedures for the inquiry. New 

members may join the next cycle and original members may move on. 

January of 2005 was the agreed time for Phase Four. We met for a 

celebratory dinner and discussed the concepts of teacher flourishing, cultural 

inclusion, and imaginative education. Participants drew representations of these 
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terms as they now understood them and shared these understandings with one 

another. At the last meeting for this cycle, participants completed questionnaires 

aimed to gauge the impact of the experience on their flourishing as teachers. In 

February, 2005, they met to determine thei-r new course of action and their 

evolving needs as participants in the overall LUCID research project. At this 

time, I ceased being an integral part of the inquiry cycle, and the project leader 

solely organized the meetings and determined the agenda. 

3.2.2 Forms of Knowing 

According to many action researchers, one valuable research result is the 

furthering of pedagogical knowledge and the interrelationship of the types of 

knowledge teachers can use in their daily practice. Accordingly, Reason and 

Heron propose that co-researchers are involved in four different kinds of 

knowing: experiential, presentational, propositional, and practical.14 They 

suggest that knowing in general will be more valid if these four ways of knowing 

are congruent with each other: if knowing i;s grounded in experience, expressed 

through stories and images, understood through theories that make sense to us, 

and expressed in worthwhile action in our practices (1999, p. 4). Although I do 

not necessarily believe at this point that there are only four ways of knowing, I do 

believe that integrating the experiential practice of action and reflection in 

14 Reason and Heron (1999)~ p. 4, state the following: Experiential knowing is through face-to- 
face encounter with person, place, or thing; it is knowing through empathy and resonamce, and is 
difficult to put into words. Presentational knowing emerges from experiential knowing and draws 
on expressive forms of imagery through drawing, sculpture, movement, etc. Propositional 
knowing is knowing through ideas and theories and is expressed in informative statements. 
Practical knowing is knowing how to do something and is expressed in a skill, knack, c r  
competence. 
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collaboration with others in a shared experience may result in both professional 

and personal growth, if not flourishing. 

3.3 Portraiture 

3.3.1 Defining Characteristics 

Portraiture is a research methodology that was introduced to me once I 

was already immersed in Phase Three of the cooperative inquiry. As the research 

progressed, I saw this methodology as an effective way to incorporate am 

imaginative style in the writing of the thesis and to relate the inquiry's focus on 

imagination in the overall representation of'the thesis. I also recognized at this 

point that to discuss solely the process of the inquiry in a thesis would be less 

significant than giving an in-depth account of one person's journey within the 

process. As teachers' commitment to the project wavered more and more, I also 

saw portraiture as a way to salvage both my own research interests in teacher 

flourishing and the overall LUCID project's goal of "testing" the implementation 

of Imaginative Education. Since portraiture requires that the researcher take a 

"snapshot" of the complete setting, utilizing this methodology of representation 

would also help me to keep the thesis at a level of scope more geared toward a 

master's, rather than a doctorate, level. By ,January, 2005, when only three of the 

initial ten participating teachers were consistently attending meetings, I 

introduced the approach and announced my intention to represent the inquiry in 

the style of a portrait. This shift in research methodology was met with no 

resistance. Although I would have preferred that the inquiry group research and 

collaboratively determine the method of representation of their research, the fact 
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that they were not managing to meet as a group and thus unable to make 

collaborative decisions nullified this option. 

Portraiture is more than a writing style - it is a fully developed 

methodology sculpted by Jessica Hoffman Davis and Sara Lawrence - L,ightfoot 

(1997). A method of inquiry that shares aspects of other qualitative research, 

such as case study, ethnography, and narrative, portraiture blends aspects of 

aesthetics and empiricism in an attempt to capture the complex, changing, and 

subtle nature of human experience and organizational life. As a researcher 

entering the "field" - in this case, the classrooms of participating teachers in the 

LUCID project, one asks, "What is the story here?" Researchers search for 

gestures symbolic of teachers' styles, witness and record their interrelationships 

with others, and write a web- like representation of scenarios. Thus, as ia way to 

honour my co-researchers' need to workshop imaginative lessons, yet allso 

honour my need as a researcher to better understand teacher flourishing, I began 

looking for "the story" in both the overall research project and in individual 

teachers' classrooms. 

The goal of portraiture is to develop a narrative that both informs and 

inspires. The portraitist seeks to "blend empirical choices and aesthetic 

sensibilities, to capture insight and emotion" (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, p. 

259). To construct the aesthetic whole, the portraitist needs to synthesize four 

processes: First, she must identify the overarching gestalt, the "story" that will 

frame, focus, and energize the narrative. Second, she must build the scaffold that 

structures the narrative. This structure should reflect the emergent themes of the 
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research. Third, she creates the flow of the narrative that washes over the piece, 

giving it texture, nuance, and emotion. This is the "flesh and bones" of the piece. 

Last, she creates unity through solidly establishing the sequencing of events (the 

beginning, middle, and end that all narratives require) along with repetition of 

images, insights, and metaphors. Throughout the narrative, the portraitist's 

voice must be clear and reflect her perspective in the field, her relationship with 

the actor, and the emotional range of the na.rrative (ibid., p.260). 

When the narrative resonates with these characteristics, it achieves 

authenticity. Actors should recognize their images and experiences mirrored in 

the narrative, yet also be confronted by another person's perspective of these 

images and experiences. This may be a rather shocking experience, but in the 

end, they should feel that the portrait fairly illustrates their practices and displays 

patterns in their lives perhaps before unnoticed. The obvious challenge of this 

approach for the portraitist is in assembling the various parts of the narrative 

into a unified, coherent, recognizable representation. This challenge is :rife with 

potential mishap, as misrepresentations and misunderstandings abound in our 

attempts to communicate with one another, and a researcher cannot, actually, 

have an "absolute" experience nor portray it completely accurately. Heron and 

Reason (1997) comment on this phenomenon, which they term the "participatory 

paradigm": 

The participatory paradigm asserts that we cannot have any finall or 
absolute experience of what there is. In the relation of participative 
knowing by face-to-face acquaintance, the experiential k n o ~ ~ e r  
shapes perceptually what is there. And this still is so when the 
perceiving mind is relatively free of conceptual labels imposed upon 
its imaging of reali ty... the very process of perceiving is also a 
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meeting, a transaction with what there is. To touch, see or hear 
something or someone does not tell us either about our self all on 
its own, nor about a being out there all on its own. It tells us about 
a being in a state of interrelation and co-presence with us. 
("Participative Knowing and an Extended Epistemology") 

The portraitist strives to achieve a balance between the extremes of solipsism, in 

which the portraitist makes up the representation, and a purely external reality, 

in which the portraitist ceases to exist. Bateson and Brockman (1977) claim that 

there is "a region where you are partly blown by the winds of reality and partly an 

artist creating a composite out of inner and outer events (p. 245). A balanced 

portrait resonates with both artistry and authenticity. 

Sculpting the narrative involves three processes: how to decide what to 

exclude, how to fit together what is included, and how to know when the whole is 

unzfied (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, p. 262). These are artful, intuitive 

processes, and thus imaginative ones. While immersed in these processes, the 

researcher nlust dutifully observe her own process of interpretation and 

selection, a process aided by her asking the .following two questions: (1) How does 

my interpretation lend coherence to the various parts of my experience of the 

participant and site? and (2) How true to m:y overall vision of the whole is the 

representation I have constructed (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, p. 26#3) ? 

Although aesthetic in nature, portraiture is more than "a graceful compilation of 

random reflections, personal views, and interactions with individuals arid sites, 

there must be an underlying structure" (ibid., p. 264). The resonance of the 

portrait relies on a structure fortified by empirical evidence "across as well as 

within numerous dimensions" (ibid., p. 264:). Researchers tend to use outlines to 
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evoke and tie together themes and metaphors to be represented in the written 

portrait. 

When composing the portrait, which is usually in the form of a narrative, 

the researcher uses Aristotle's guidelines fo:r narrative structure, as follows: 

A whole is that which has a beginning, a middle, and an end. A 
beginning is that which does not itself follow anything by causal 
necessity, but after which something naturally is or comes to be. An 
end, on the contrary, is that which itself naturally follows some 
other thing, either by necessity, or as a rule, but has nothing 
following it. A middle is that which follows something as some 
other thing follows it. A well constructed plot therefore must 
neither begin nor end at haphazard, but conform to these 
principles. (Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, 1951 ed., p. 31) 

Thus, the narrative begins with an introduction of the setting (the site and its 

cultural influences) and the themes that will organize the story's structure and 

content. Although these themes serve to help organize the coordination of the 

components of the narrative, they do not determine the size and shape of its 

constituent parts - this process is up to the art of the portraitist (Lawrence- 

Lightfoot and Davis, p. 265). Structuring the web, the whole, exemplifies the 

ongoing dialectic between process and prod.uct, between what has been witnessed 

and recorded, between what was intended a.nd what was communicatecl. Because 

language is "overpopulated with the intentions of others, expropriating it, forcing 

it to submit to one's own intentions and accents is a difficult and complicated 

process" (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 294). Change is a part of this complicated process, as 

new strands of the web are interwoven and others dissipate, stretch, or are 

"blown away'' by environmental factors. The process, like that of spinn-ing a web, 

is emergent and based on meeting the needs of the individual portrait's space. 
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"You start with the gesture that gives the design," (Nicolaides, 1941, p. 151) 

keeping the structure in mind but not being bound by it, for "when you become 

self-conscious about the rules, they impose limitations upon you" (ibid.). 

The portrait is finished (unified) when again according to Aristol:le, the 

"structural union of the parts is such that, if any one of them is displaced or 

removed, the whole will be disjointed and disturbed" (1951 ed., p. 35). The 

placement of descriptive details, the elaboration of themes, and the discussion of 

activities all have a "best" placement. In the end, the parts of the narratiive should 

fulfil "tests" for sufficiency, unity, and necessity (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, 

p. 275). If the portrait is of something that is in discord, then the portrait should 

illustrate the disparate parts, but maintain its own integrity as a piece of work. 

3.3.2 Features of the Portrait 

The writing of the portrait involved addressing its five essential features: 

context, voice, relationship, emergent themes, and aesthetic whole. It is 

important that I elaborate on how I addressed these features. 

The context is the frame of the piece. It should not overwhelm th~e piece 

but instead provide a suitable, aesthetic boundary for the picture and introduce 

relevant themes and metaphors. Portraits usually begin with a broad description 

of the natural environment, then gradually focus inward to a central figure acting 

within a specific environment. Select aspects of the social, political, and 

environmental background are highlighted in this process. I chose to accent the 

First Nations influence and the natural beauty of the area, which correlate well 
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and distinguish the region. The description of the mountain also foreshadows the 

impending presence of 1anl5, the principal subject of the portrait. 

In terms of voice, the researcher's stance "becomes a dance of vigilance 

and improvisation" (ibid., p.43). Representing one's own voice and 

autobiographical content is difficult, for it should not obscure nor overwhelm the 

portrait, but clearly represent oneself as a biased research instrument. Although 

I found much of Ian's experience to resonate with my own life's work, I attempted 

to sketch only those dimensions of my story that had relevance with the themes 

in the portrait. During the process of the inquiry, I noted my self-analyses in my 

research journal, finding, like Jackson (1989)~ that "Research becomes i2 project 

of empathic and vicarious understanding in that the other is seen in the light of 

one's own experiences and the activity of trying to fathom the other in turn 

illuminates and alters one's sense of self' (pp. 34-35. cited in Lawrence-Lightfoot 

and Davis, p. 136). I understand myself as a teacher with far greater clarity than I 

did before I met Ian. The blatant differences between elementary and secondary 

instruction, classroom management, and student interaction were shocking, and 

I needed to deal with these differences while acknowledging the similarities 

between Ian's approach to teaching and my own approach in the past. 

Interacting and managing a group of elementary students without the positional 

power of authority that accompanies the designation of "teacher" is also quite 

difficult. For the first time in my career, students intentionally ignored my 

instructions, and I floundered. The effect of'this experience was twofold: a bit of 

humble pie for my perceived talent as a teacher and a dose of increased respect 

15 I use Ian's actual name with his permission. 
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for those who successfully intrigue, manage, and otherwise teach elementary - 

age children. My awe for their daily accomplishments is perceptible in the voice 

of the portrait. 

I openly acknowledged to the LUCID research team and all participating 

teachers three areas of research that were my "preoccupations" through.out my 

research: the concept of teacher flourishing, collaborative research methodology, 

and my goal to work especially with minority women. These preoccupations were 

areas of "mattering" that derived from my knowledge of the larger field of teacher 

research involving teacher change, critical theory, and "flow" psychology.16 

According to Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, "An individual researcher can 

purposefully develop and consciously articulate a set of preoccupations that will 

help guide the inquiry and shape the interpretation" (p. 113). Although I chose to 

follow up with a white male instead of a First Nations female to construct the 

portrait, due to reasons that will be explained in Chapter 5, my focus on 

collaborative research and teacher flourishing did shape the research ex.perience 

for all participants since the inquiry sessions were sculpted according to these 

preoccupations. 

In terms of relationship, the third feature of portraiture, I followed a 

feminist approach, believing, as Oakley (1981), that "Relationships are fluid, 

complex, and reciprocally shaped by all parties, and allowing these relationships 

reflects a more responsible, ethical stance and is likely to yield deeper data " 

'6  "'Flow"' is a mental state of operation in which the person is fully immersed in what he or she is 
doing, characterized by a feeling of energized focus, full involvement, and success in the process 
of the activity. Proposed by psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, the concept has been widely 
referenced across a variety of fields." Wikipedia. Accessed Feb. 15,2006. 
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(cited in Lawrence Lightfoot and Davis, p. 138). "It is in the building of 

relationships that the portraitist experiences most pointedly the complex fusion 

of conceptual, methodological, emotional and ethical challenges" (Lawrence- 

Lightfoot and Davis, p. 135). 

Relationships require continuous negotiation in terms of roles and 

boundaries and often entail considerable emotional investment. Portraitists hope 

to build trust and rapport - first, through the search for goodness; second, 

through empathic regard; and third, through the development of recipr'ocity and 

boundary negotiation with the actors (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, p. 141). 

Portraitists believe that the more knowledgeable about the actor's reality and the 

more self-analytic you are about your own experience, the better you will be able 

to empathize (ibid., p. 149). Ian was forthcoming in many ways - he offered his 

home for me to stay in while I was visiting, allowed me to get to know his wife 

and children, and spoke openly about his life. Unlike most of the other 

participants in the project, he also offered me his friendship. Over the course of 

the research, our families met to celebrate different holiday occasions and simply 

to enjoy each other's company. Although these meetings were not research 

focused, they nevertheless influenced my portrait of him and added further 

authenticity. Unlike Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, who claim that portraitists 

should not strive to forge new friendships or. act like "a player on the scene," (p. 

165) I saw no difficulty with accepting Ian's kind offer of friendship, and. the few 

times I was of some help to him in his classroom (watching and aiding a group of 

his students in the computer lab, for instance) only further enabled me to 

experience the differences between elementary and secondary teaching. 
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As I swam between the approaches of cooperative inquiry and portraiture, 

I strove to be mindful of both of their key tenets: Do no harm (portraiture), and 

the co-researcher relationship (collaborative inquiry). Accordingly, my 

interpretive goal has been to tell Ian's story, not to expose and analyze his 

traumas or to prescribe a remedy for any of his angst and weariness. The 

boundary drawing is the responsibility of the portraitist (Lawrence-Lightfoot and 

Davis, p. 153), and out of respect for him and his family, I have omitted elements 

of his personal life which I deem to be irrelevant to his portrait. 

The fourth portraiture feature, emerigent themes, arises usually through a 

process of ongoing coding - iterative cycles in which the researcher identifies 

emerging themes beginning immediately and continuing over the course of the 

research until writing is complete (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, p.188). 

Although I do have experience coding material in this manner, I chose a more 

hermeneutical process used by some individual portraitists. This methodology 

resists the use of rigid, discrete codes and gives less emphasis to the organization 

of data into analytic categories (ibid., p.191). I sought to recognize the themes 

that emerged from multiple visits to the site and repetitive readings of t  he data 

but did not force groupings of data, for I felt that looking for the exceptions 

reflected the complexity of reality. The repetitive refrains that arose from the 

data were obvious:frameworks, intuition, learn to think, think to learn. Other 

themes that surfaced upon more intentional scrutiny of the data are contrast, 

risk, humour, movement, and follow through. These themes resonate in the 

portrait itself. 
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I used four of Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis' modes of "synthesis, 

convergence, and contrast" (ibid., p. 193) to code themes: resonant metaphors, 

such as a tree; institutional and cultural rituals, such as the annual Christmas 

concert and soccer games; personal rituals, such as Ian attending Kindermusik 

and biking to work; and triangulation, whiclh informed my data collection. I 

collected data from personal interviews, classroom observations, and group 

inquiry settings. Using these four modes for structural guidance, I strove to write 

a brief, yet discerning interpretation. 

The final feature of portraiture is aesthetic whole. Since the methodology 

of this thesis has been improvised and blended to accommodate the needs of the 

participants, unifylng the piece has been a challenge. My task has been to create 

a resonating, unified whole from one aspect of the LUCID Project, which then 

became essentially one teacher's experience that I hoped would be evocative for 

others. Without unity, without the parts of the portrait fitting together into an 

intelligent articulation, there could be no communication - no understanding to 

be shared or found (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, p. 261). The most significant 

validity check has rested with the portrait pxticipant's recognition of his 

portrayal. 

3.4 Reflexivity 

What remained constant throughout the process of blending 

methodologies has been the reflexive nature of the data collection. Reflexivity 

involves the process of reflecting critically on the self as researcher (Guba and 

Lincoln, 1981). Denzin and Lincoln (2000) describe the process as "C~n~scious 
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experiencing of the self as both inquirer and respondent, as teacher and learner, 

as the coming to know the self through the process of research itself' (p. 183). 

Being immersed in the classroom with the teachers, engaging with their students, 

participating in their inquiry sessions, and writing (from preliminary note taking 

to the final editing of this thesis) are all part: of the discovery process of the 

"subject"(Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).17 Throughout the research and writing of 

this thesis, I have had the noblest of intentions to accurately portray the site, the 

culture, and the actors within these spaces, yet I realize that no such accuracy 

exists, that my own bias slants every personal perception. Regardless, i t  is a 

purpose of research to strive to make sense of the many phenomena in this world. 

I realize that what I have selected and rejected for inclusion in the following 

chapter has depended on who I am, who has spoken to me, what they have 

chosen to say, how they have rendered it, and where and when I was listening 

(Casey, 1993). In addition, my own life experiences, especially my teach.ing 

experience, during which I strove doggedly t:o "flourish" before ever conceiving of 

the term, influenced this piece. Writing this thesis has given me the opportunity 

to reflect on my own teaching, to explore the social grounding of my current 

beliefs, and to more fully engage my imagination. 

My greatest challenge with this blend of methodologies has been the 

"messiness" of the process. At times, I felt the process lacked any web of 

structure, and I questioned its validity. However, I consistently returned to the 

grounding realization that the shift in research processes itself reflected the 

varying flow of teaching and learning. I could much more easily have reduced my 
- - 

'7 "subject", in this case, refers to the inquiry itself. 
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research to one short, simple questionnaire.. According to Denzin and Lincoln 

(~ooo) ,  "Messy texts ... seek to break the binary between science and literature, to 

portray the contradiction and truth of human experience, to break the rules in the 

service of showing, even partially, how real human beings cope with both the 

external verities of human existence and the daily irritations and tragedies of 

living that existence"(p. 184). Since the purpose of my research was to witness, 

both personally and publicly, the re1ationsh:ips between imaginative education 

and teacher flourishing, accounting for both the "irritations" and inspirations of 

this experience seemed appropriate. I have also tried to balance the objective and 

subjective nature of this research, keeping in mind that both "objective'! 

(structure) and "subjective" (culture) are important. 

I do not believe research can accurately exhibit the "truth" of any human 

experience or phenomenon, so my aim has been to provide a portrait, selected 

through the lenses of my eyes and experiences and those of other participants as 

shared with me. Thus, this thesis is but a glimpse of the whole account and is 

therefore limited in its verities. 

Following is a portrait of one co-researcher and his cultural setting, 

including excerpts from his own writing and interviews. Readers interested in 

applying the findings can consider how similar they are to the situation of 

interest to them, leading to generalizabilty. Although I have attempted to focus 

more on the professional lives of teachers, I have found, not surprisingly, that 

their private lives are inextricably entangled in their teaching. As Parker Palmer 

notes, "we teach who we are" (1999). Thus, teachers' private lives are implicated 
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in their professional flourishing, and I have attempted to address this through my 

relationships with the participants and in my promise to keep their names 

anonymous. 

Although I felt that using portraiture to portray one teacher's experience 

correlated with the overall imaginative style of my research, I also needed to 

follow through with the overall inquiry process. Therefore, an account of the 

inquiry, consideration of key aspects of the experiences of the other teachers, and 

my reflections as a participant follow the portrait. 
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4.f 7he frame 

Evevery time 9 j o  to the Fruser v a l l e y .  the weother is striJiy$ dfirennt One time 9 wus 

cuujht in a 6 L r d  the windsweeying ucrors the hijhway tuJ i y  me home. 7he localr say thut 

this windcun sometimes push curs right off Be road 

another time it was u dehje, 

7he ne,d the crispest winter dqy 9 've wifnessedin the urea for threeyeurs, Thut was u 

sunset to remem6er. . . nestfedin the bwfof  the mounfuins, 9stoodin a laye  open p r & y  /o/ufter 

a ruin, watching the chuA @und/uJe form y u i n  us de b rY of the sun L them mwfet Some 

sturs were already visihh, showiry throujh the layers ofpustelji& fuchsia, u n d d a r J j , y ,  

playing off euch other kJe foilcLructers, 

at times bJe thir. the prominent r r i  of /he commerciufmurJet economy /idea! 

and9 couldJcepen into t h e  stovery of this place. 9 couMfielthe power of its histovery, the rich stovery of 

its soil its mountuins, its peoplc. 7his may soundnos$ic on my p r t  or ilustrute, perhaps, my 

uffempt to fielconnectedto the 'butives. " Uonestly. 9 never fil thut 9 hudto uffempt to f i e f  

connected Smalltown ~unuda undsmultown americu fielremurJuh$ the some to me, 
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A recent immijrant to Conah, 9 usuahjj ew edthese drives to the county Lcuuse it 

reminchdme ofjoing home to North Caroha. J'eeiy the hndopen up andthe moun/ains nse as 

9 drove East 9 couldrchy andput my "city antennae "away Quring these dives, 9 offen thought 

of &e progress of the o v e r a l f u ~ 9 ~ p r c j e c t  andmy part to phy within it, A&hough fi$nateda 

research assistant 9 Ldbeenjiven significant$ free rein to do indipendent research arldthe 

responsibilty evo(edboth f i e  o f  andpanic, "What i f inpradidthroujh my brain, 

cal"edon$by purposefully turning my focus to the more important maffer swimmiry aroundin 

my aba'omen f o r  someone who was conducting resenrch on imagination andteacher f iur ish iy ,  

9 was suref Y nuehy with creativity . 

Chifiwack bn* refirredto as "the Wac(" by some &ah, is a phce of estremes and 

many things in between: booming suburbia, rura l famhnd 310balzedmar(e~Lice, stmnt 

indvidua6sm; bureaucratic quugmire, the 'kimph " @; jatewy b a dream, andthresholdto the 

Lrshness of the natural worM When the sun shines on its snowy peak atdus( on a h w  night, 

the are, can Lstunniy$ LeauhfuJ whenyou're dr iv iy  throujh the fumhndon a balmy 

aflernoon, the stench can be downright noxious, 
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Anofhcr striking eyfreme is the confrasf befween the ?id Nafionspresence a d f h e  muh- 

na fionafcorporafe presence, These represenf the oldandnew w y s  of 6fi. ?or idance, consider 

%each fen Ljar Ba r ,  a Tirsf NO fions ownedandopera fedservice sfafion, which is fhn&d/;y 

Phne f Earth, a modcrn, Wesfern -sfy/e espresso bar anddeb Here yuppie mee fs Native, 

Befween the fwo w a k  a %rsf N a  lions man in a N7X E workouf suik Perhaps he apprecia fes fhe 

fa$-fieejas he receives at the Gas Bar, but craves a j  oodmochachino? 

Mf. Cheam, sacredfo fhe Tirs f Nafionspeo/hs fha f s f i l l n l b i  f much of the area, b o b  

down on the v a h j  6ke an historic e&r yet in [his busf6ny v a h j  Lveprporfed$ sptluny more 

churches per ca/jifa f h n  anywhere ehe in fhe world(fucher inferview, Nov zYY, ~004.). The 

same is true of beer andwine sfores, Over the hsf fen years, housity deve6pmenfs have crupfed 
d 

$ fh in the v a h j  andin the surroun&y hi&, Three- bedroom homes are di//aff.rdbb/e here for 

a bmi$  of mod& income, whereas in Vancouver, ha f a  miLTon d o h r  starter homes are becoming 

fhe norm. 

43  he HO~S in the %-veer 

The name, "~hih$wack", accorhy fo Efhefliardner, a G r f  Nafions hTuy e~pert 

means in 4'fob "as fdr asjou cange f up river wifh a pad&, " 7n confrasf, some feachers who 

work in [he dsfricf m ~ j h f s y  that they 're ''up f L  river without a pad& : AccorAny L Iloma 
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Wibams, First Nations educator, there is a %st Nafioionr ' perception that insfitutions ~ n d ~ e n c i e s  

are not there to he@ but to controf (Wifiams, 2000, p r72). First Nations parenti fiw heir 

children wi lbe taken a w y  by these insensitive orqani~ationr ~hus ,  First Nations peoph offen re$ 

on First Nabom operatedotyanizabons, which L v e  tenuous, offen short-krm fundry 7he 

current Enhancement agreement which the f ~ ~ 9 l l p r g e c t  h d e r  spent much of her fime 

working to improve, is a case in poinf 7he Enhancement agreement between the scL(andthe 

communi5 adclresses how thy are j o i y  to respondto the academic issues with which m r y  First 

Nations studenfs struyyh, 7he pryject leader commenh on a commiffee Leiy fomedto adhess 

some First Nations bars about chihare andcustody as fobws; 

7he communities here are developinq whai i  cahdcare team commiHees. dSo, . - 
when children are apprehended by social seruices, they c a n ' p t  come in rrnd 

aprehenda chiM yt  [the apprehensionl has to j o  throyjh the communi5 child 

care commiffee, 7hen the childcare committee can intetwene a n d s y  "& we are 

qoinq to tdke this on ourselves and phce that child to an uncle, aunt, or 
.J .J I 

,yrandmother, We're not jonna L v e  you apprehend the child because these 

communibes are not hapy with the apprehension perhaps bkiiy p/ace. 7here i 
kindof a FQer. . . ( ~ r g e c t  feader intetwiew, NOU, 5th, 2004) 

Whih some %rst Nations students are hv i y  in /inancia/7j shbh condtions, m a y  more are 

immersedin situations o/pover$ ande?perience bu/+le sociafdfiuhes " (Wifiams, p r72). 

Moreover, 'Firrf Natiom s~udents consirtent$ report [hat thegreatest chahye  thy eFperience is 

racism Tibid, p p.73). These situations are h o L  in the fhw ofsewice that these indvidud receive. 
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Once thy are cauj ht in these dj$%ulisi~atjons, it is d c u l i  for them to escape andpryess with 

their hues, 

Even thoujh many efortr have been made $ better i n t y a h  andmeet the need of Erst  

Nations pophtions in Cunada, more andmore Ers l  Nations studenb are leaviy ehmentary 

school: hviy on the street andbecoming invohedin criminafactivi3, A three-phase st.44 

conhctedin the ~ancouver schoofh*trict appro,ximate$ fif3 t(ilometres west of ~hi&wach, found 

that First Nations studenh are more mobile, have lower attendance andachievement rafes in 

schooL andhave a much $her hop-out rab  than their peers (Wibams, 173). Even thoyh it 

seems that the standardschoo fsettiy is not p rov idy  a nurturing space for these studenir. the 

m9hr i5 of %rrt Nationsparenbandstudents wish h remain a p r t  of the r9uhr schoo~ytem 

andwouldonsider scgrcgateda&ernatives o n  as a List resort fibid, p 173). 

Most 'First N a  tions parents wantschoolr b bothyvundtheir chihen in their abrigina f 

culiure andprep (id to funchn in broader socie~. Rcgrettab$, schoolr are not we//sui:tedto do 

either of these tas&, much less both at de same hme (Tettes, 2004, "~nd~en iz iY  &L$. . . '7. 

Nevertheb more pub$ schooh are incorpora fing Erst Nations hyu9e, histoy, andrituah 

into the standardcurricu/um. Jince most %rst Nations parents beheve it is the scliwtsji~b to teach 

r e a d y  andwritiy - not theirs, (Fetter. 2004, presi'hn t> lecture series) a siy$cant cultura/sap 
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sti//eI(~fs between Be e~pecfabons of reacherr andstaf&ratiy in a f r a d ~ o n a l s c h o ~ f ~ ~ s ~ e m  and 

fhe especfabons of the a h k  Srsf Nafions communily. Parents of %rst Nafionssfudo~lr rare$ 

particpafe in schoolacfivifies, andmembers in some ha~dr, in prf jcuhr, are &own fo iurbour 

resenhenf for Be presenf andpasf educationalysfe~z~. Accordng to Wi&ams, "The chahye  ir L 

develoy respecful cohbrabve, andcoopero five parhersh ps" (p (73). 

One efirf that the +em has made fo address fhe need of %rsf Nabonsstuder~~s is fo hire 

f i rsf  Nafions schoolsupport workers andresource teachers for those schoob fhaf have urr esyecialy 

hiyh Srsf Nations sfudent pophbon. These workerr tufor anddesiy n cubralenrichmenf 

acbvifies inside andou bide the clarroom for 6 f h  %rst Nabons sfudnh andthe wider popuh fion 

aimedfo increase unders handy of Firsf Nu fions cuhure. 7431 a h  acfas medafors for famibes, 

socialworkers, mdschools faff in wwl f remains a hiy L$ celyedpo~ticalenvironme~f ip 17'1, 

The Xlukiyenerational~ami J j s  [ems Approach Training for Srst  N a  fions J'chool~uppor f 

Workers is a three year  training projram aimeda fyrovidny 60th tfl;oreficalandskiih*-based 

toob for these support wor[ers, who ore fixedwill; comphs, offen ovemhehiry Llk yes in a 

ysfem &tothemi,,ives 61th support (p 1761, 

7+ceiviiy fundng for p r p c  fs in ?+sf Nations communifies rehes on fhe s fra t ~ y  of 

hiyhkyhfiny andampb@j the ncga five aspec fs ofsome Firsf N a  fionssfudenb' hves, 7$ispractice 
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suppork sfereo5pes in ~hegenerafpopce These siereo5pes a&cf /he manner in which ieachers 

relafe fo %rsf Na  tions sfuden fs, causiy /hem fo eyecf b andlahf  [hem wifh deficiencies more 

oftcn (Wifiams, p r79). Some &fa kom mypersonafinferview wifh feachers ilusfrafes fhis 

fendeny fo dwellon [he "inabihtiesl' of fhe sfudenh. accordlg fo one feacher, mosf %rrf Nafjons 

sfudnb are af least hvoyears helowjrade level: even in elcmen fary school They do nof arrive wifh 

languye ski&, eiiher in ~ n y h s h  or in /he mhin lanyuye, which /hey speak in variouspoficiencies 

&pendry on /he handandfhe area ifeacher inferview, Ucf 6 2004). ~ c c o r d r y  fo ajgofher 

feacher, fhe %rsf Nafions culiure is nofan orafculiure anymore, huf if is no/ a hferafe one, eifher. 

The chiLhen do nof sif af /he f i e f  of /he e&rs anymore, soakiy up sfories andfrad;hon!:, as dey 

ddyears y o ,  she sayr. NO longer are speeches d ~ t i ~ u i s h e d  (honoured 5 someone i nhih5 to 

speak long and&urabve$ a h o u f ~ o m e f h i ~  " ~ i h  are phnkedin fronf of [he W adarr ive rich 

in visuafs/Ci& huf weak in bfh orafandhferafe Lowleaje ifeacher inbrview, Ucf 5 ~004). The 

p u r e  pain fedof f h e e  chiMren, over andover ya in ,  is La f  [hey 're nof schoofreaaj, Bey 're 

deficien f in hfi ski&, emoh;ona/$ unstable, andso definsive &f if m y  bkeyears of inhwse 

From whaf 7 wihessed feachers wifh a hiyh percenfye of %rsf Nafionssfudvfs fiefso 
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acahmic confed is actuaRj taclughk Afler visiting the c,xclusive$ %rst Natjons schoolone morning. 

i t  was JficuII to remain unhasedas 9 h e r  wihessedthe pace at which the students in a non-native 

scLlmovedthroujh heir hi$ ta&. ~ k h o u j h  teachers in tradlionalpubh schooh have tivice 

b number of studenh in their chmooms than the comphte$ %rst Nations school heir studenh 

are o6vious$ more manageahk, One teacher commer,tedon this at the November %'' meetiy 

1 think [he reah5 ir thatyou jrryr have a lot more chaallenging k i d  anda lot more 

chaallenging situation, 1 mean, 1 can Bin4 about it. We now have a student bom 

your schoolwho was previous$ a probkm. flndify0u L o w  the student /hat !Im 

talkiing ahout we can $9 this is fen limes over -- there are ten of those &ch in those 

chsses--. 

flowever, i t  is impor [ant to keep in mindthat "dfirent socialgroups. . . speak dsb-nctive langudges 

for valuing educalion - (Casy 993, introdu~ti~n I. Perhaps if the con tent andmanner of 

insfruclion were more a ffunedto a %rst N a  tions i f is@, manyement issues wouMdminish. 
J 

slough my poin t of view is fain tedwith my own e~perience as a seconhy ~ ~ h s h  teacher who 

hvedin a country where eficiency is worsh~pedands~anhr~zedtesting spurs teachers /o quick$ 

cover course material it ir evident that more can L done to keep %rst &lions studenh fiom Leiy 

entrapped t!jy the "hoks in de river, " 
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4.4 7he %& in the Rjver 

OhstacL to teachers 'prticpafion in the prcjec~ &!were 6th sharedin meetiys and 

wihessed5 me were the hsson framewor& Iwl;ich willbe dscussedin the followiry se$ionJ, 

JamihalresponJ*ibihh'es, andsecon+hs, M o f  these reguire teuchers' time, 9n adktioon to 

struYhy to be inclurve of the various cu/?ures LhaLpphte their chssrooms, the LUCW teachers 

easi$ name muny other ohstachs to their heiry ahh to fhurish as teacherr. as follows. 

The provincia/,,,Inment which charyedhadersh;iy andapproach fouryean hefore the 

writimg of this the~s, raisede,xpectafions (reyiriny schoolr to fiedstudenh, for e,xamphl efjaw 

hJ~suyportfir innovafive methodohYies andhrniry assatance [ i n y i y  meefinj, October 5, 

2004J. Sachen fiefas if thy Lve "no one to fa/& throYh ideas with " andthat nYa6ve ~ b h c  

rebfions [most$ influeneedthrough the medal Lve hcredtedthe efforfr teachers do mahe Lo 

teach we f i n  dficull circumstancer They fielshac&d"y the y t e m  i focus on assessmcn t and 

accounhhih5 andf.ustrated5 the hi$ inkrruptions in heir instruction andever-increasiry 

curricuhm conLenL ~ e e k r y  isohfed thy crave more conLcL with parents andyean for the 

respect of their administrators andstuhntr. %m beLween /he desire to ash for hef i  andrLhe desire 

to succeedindependent$, "yaiwt allodh, '' ( ley have h y s  when hey admit to being ~ra$seG/ 

5 pressure " fin7uiy mee69 Oct. 5 , 2 ~ 0 / r J .  Even de teachers who vohteeredto prticpate in 

the ~ ~ ~ g o p r c j e c t  who rea L the needto do somet/by inore" for (Ieir students, fielstuch, One 
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teacher recounfr how she wouldlove to incor orate more cukurafeducahn in her curriculum, "hut 

it's hke, ke,7feefthataccountahiL5 -- it+t horrihle " [teacher interview, NOV, z41h 200.41. 

On de fhp side, teachers Jo recognize what they L v e  to aidtheir a6iktie.r to 

f u r i h  ~ c h g  within the hmitations constructedby [he ystem, they nevertheb have Tome 

choicer, andthus some power ( ~ p p l e ,  in in troduccfion fo e a s y  1993, ?,I. For eFample, many 

became involvedn the p r p c t  hecause they enjoy developiy proferrionahj (Irrouy h cohhoration 

[inquiy meetin? Oct rj. 20041. Maintaining an acute awareness o fpersona fkmits, they suy, 

he@ them to achieve a heffer Lfance in 60th f h i r  persona fandyrobssiona fkves, Mosf s f j f  

positjve/j anticpate teachinj on a hi$ hasis, especialj when thT fiefthey havegoodchssroom 

dynamicr. When they are i c h i n g  we[ they utihze Gejr intuition to enahle them to "&ink out of 

the boF" to a d d r s  eveydy  chahnges whi/e4arneriny courage tojump whohhear fed$ into new$ 

desiynedunih " ~ v e y h ~  is a new start, "one teacher commented "you have to ficus on wL+u 

want to do we~andnota/lowyourse~to hecome ovenvhe/medwjth task, andwhen som,?thiy 

doesn ' t  work thenyou needto foyiveyourself" f inquiy meeting. Clcfoher r3'h 20041. Uring the 

"roc& in the river" as opportunitjes $ shw down andscrutinize their intentions, teachers a n  then 

p lunge firwardwith a pfan /Or how to work with these obstacles in the future, 
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7he Waterfall 

a n  importantpivot in the teachers' flow of ~m~yinaf ive Education imphmentution is k i r  

use of the hsson-phnninj framework created9 ~ i e r a n  ~ j a n  andfurther devebpedh - y ~ u r k  

'Feffes andanne ~hodakowski. The framework is s ~ u r e d a c c o r d y j  L Ejan ani catyegorier of 

Mythic, Rommtic, ~ h i h p h i c ,  and9ronic undrstandnys, Each framework is two to fourpYes 

long andseclionedjnto ho,xes with wriffen p m p t s ,  ~ l i l o u g h  intenhdto aidteachers it) their 

p h n n i y ,  de hFcu/5  teachers e,xpressedin usinj these framework Lcarne their chief concern as 

they strove h imphmen t 9magnative ~duculion hsso,os andunits. Many spent hours 6,ffemptinj 

to '$//in the hops" and1?jure out what 9'm heinj askedto do. " then endry with u &son that was 

char where it mi jht  had This seconda%concertinj fictor - the f u r  of the unkowrr - kept 

some teachers from ever imphmenfinj their fu$ develoyedlbsns, Oll;ers e,xpressedthe needto 

Cow how to assess the stu&ntsl harniny hefore movinq fonvurd andstillotherr wunted'heb 

at one inquiy session, the prgect L d e r  and:7 thought it mi jht b interesling to simp$ cut 

andpaste some of the prompts from the framework andrepresent them as a hinsteadif  usinj the 

60,xex 7he teachers reactedquite favourah$: sehctiyj a few of the questions~ave them more 

'' T h e  hok" o[fhe unif was mos fi j  inflenced6y an ~ u r f r a l a n  educa for, Mranda  Arms t roy ,  who presen feda f fhe 2004 
conference andjreaf$ infhencedmay of fhe f UC9f lpr r ic~anfs .  f3ecause she cornphfeij fransfomlr her 

clarrroom to hame her unifs, many of [he ~ U C X I  teachers / e l  that this visualfransforma [;on was needdin or,& fo 6e 

aufhenfical/y implemen fing the approach. 
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ownershiy andnot having a 60,xedspce to k l f ik  L intimiht iry This i l r a e d h e i r  i r e  to 

fa& elements of the frameworb &t were working them andrehue elements that wwe 

confusing or too time consumiy Some a h  e~pressedhow working w i thodth  b~~ed f i rmes  of the 

plans allowedtheir ideas to devehp more fret$ insteadof being "bo,xedin." 3n~feadojtsying to 

pickapart their own planning process andprrt i t  into [he framework which thy fil war not 

working. thy usedthe promptr from the l;amework as a launching pad Once thy behvedthat 

thy couLfbreak~om the 604 of the hamework andfhe bokof the classroom space. some teachers 

scu$4fedlerronr with more me. "ZJOU can $hst chuck it, '' one teacher s t a d  "adayt it. . . mutate i t  

7each something on its own il'you have to" (3nquiy session, November 23r< ZOO$. 

Baf thy  with the kamework m? have been frurraling /or the particjiwnts. b6uf thy alro 

voicedthe positive infhence fhirprocess L d o n  fheirpidnning habits, 7hy eFpressedhow thy were 

becoming "more aware of their thinking in their tmching practice "andthat fhe dircussion 

concerning the frameworh was "rm$  pinning our wheeh" (3nquiy session, November 23.4 

20031. 

The overa f iny iy  question (Wha f are the ~ o u n h r i e r  of 3rmyinative Educat'ion?1 

remainedper finen f in this planning pcess: if thy ddnot  use the comple fe d e s p  of fhr 
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framework were they stillrsing gmaginative iveducation? Some of their other common yeshons 

e$hibit how they fi&a needto break from the r y $  of the frumework yet maintainJ uidhes: 

> W h a  t separa tes teaching imaginative4 /ram using 9rnagnahve E ~ U C U ~ ~ O ~ ?  

> jy,w important $ i t  to keep & overfi//rnythi~/romantic framework in mind? 

> 9sn ?a yoodstoy a 3oodstoy [many 9mayinatjve ivehcation hssons are struc~ured 

arounda narrative]? flow &you maintain fhe stoy ? flow andwhen &you endit? 

> Does the teacher aho have to maintain the '%stinahon into the unbown [not Lowing 

where & hsson rniyhtgo17" 

> Can it be teacher-drven, but open L uneFpecfedroute tukiry? 

> flow &youjet  the studnh $ '?a& it" [assume some responsibi@,j for drectinq d the course 

ofstudy I? 

> Aren 't teachers aheady dory this? 

> Are thy [stu&nW actua$ using their imagination more in th3 approach? 

Because the f 7~CMproject  was in i h  initiahtyes, there were no char annuers L &m 'i'eachers 

rea$ were reyiredto h& a hap offaith. W h a t  a w a i t e d  at the boffom of & waterfall was 
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4.6 7 h e  Canoe > %d 

Over a span ofs@ monthsl 9 met wifh th inquiry jroup s* hmes andwi~essed~eachers 

instrucling in their perspective chssrooms for an addtionafthirteen Ays, 7n ordcr to ja jn  an 

undcrstandry of the flow of a teacher i w o r & y ,  9 ~ p i c a d j  spk the Ay l;r visitiry two teachers 

w i t h  one schoo f insteadof visitiry numema teachers at d/+entschoo/r 7hir practice ahrdcd 

me ample time fo chat with teachers hriry A i r  recesJSes andphnniry times, to interact with their 

studentsl andto meet other staff During these chssroom visitsl teachers open$ weLomedme and 

o b n  e?plainedto their studcnh de worh we were conductiy. &me teachers foundways for me to 

interact with their studcnh over the course of the hy1 while others seemedto prefir that 7 obse+ve 

unobtrusive/j in a L busy area of the room, Afieachers seemedespecia4 eager b share t h r  

idcas concerniry 5'majinative ~hca f ion ,  their currenf frustrations with the ~choofse~in~~, - parents, 

studcnhl or teaching in jeneral; andtheir buy schedules ouhih of the clnsroom. 

The inquiry sessions were heMaliernate5 at the parfic~afiry schooh for h o  hours affer 

x/;,,/ part of the h e  wasscheduhdfor h a  a meafprovicledl;r the members of the host 

s c L /   he agcnhs were hterminedl;r the p r~ec t  hadcr andme. with the teacherr' reyests in 

mind andthey were inifia4 sent to teachers beforehandfor approval Afer a fiw sessions with no 

response from de feachersl we handedout the agenhs at the meetiry andas&edfor any needcd 

charyes at that time, The inquiry sessions w m  ofen o~enedandc/oedl;r 1 the ?.+st Nations 
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members in a ffendance. 'i'he ~rgecffeader and9shuredresponsibih5 for ficihtatiry [he 

meehy aadbod of us prachceda non-drecfive approach. Our goa (was to ma& spa~e for [he 

ind;vduaf voices of [he feathers, 

Duriry indvihafinhrviews andfhe group i n y i y  sessionsl 9 mosfb hstenedfo [he 

p r t i c ~ a n f s  'sfories andas&dques~ions r?ardry [heir implemen fa /ion procerr 9 was nor here h 

insfrucf [hem on how fo implemenf 9maginative EAueation. buf fo wifness [heir process ~ d f o  acf as 

a facih fator for sfrUcturinj inquiy sessions focusedon their need; Th3 role became df ikuk fo 

mainfain due to an oddscenario - akho9h [he feuchtw were quife adaman[ &a/ hey ddnof  wan[ 

Llp from de prgecf coordnafors at SFU, /hey Adwan f specific informafion concerning how fo 

imylcmenf the fheoy. % 9 was de on4 'kyperf" they .J often saw, [hey byan fo see4 ch,$cation 

from me. andwhen 9 ddno  f provide dese unswersl fhY bejan no he con firdcnce in dew own 

abihhes andinteresf in the overalprgect. f o r  eFamph, one feacher who hadreshucfurtdher whole 

chssroom fo e+hibifa f irsf Nafions [heme was sfruyyhry wifh how fo conducf "normal" chsroom 

acfivjfies in [he absence of rows of des&. akhoorrgh the sfuden fs were inif ial j  e+!cifedabuf [heir 

renova~edchssroom andery9edb her introducfion to [he unit she was confusedabouf de ne# 

sfep in [he process, Where couMthe under$iry narr~tive g o  from here? %ow couldshe 

incorpora fe feachiry ma& s(illr? 
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Anofher feacher bmujhf liir unit ideas fo an inquiy session andsoughf he@ kom the 

group, but LifZ fiehng fhaat lii, ideas ddnof fu4ialfhe g m y a f i v e  ~ducafion mefhohhy.  .l g e  h e r  

leff fhe p r p c ~  ~ e f a n o f l ;  feacher commented " y f  wanf fo be fo ldwLf  fo h, " 

Wl;y cr5-h 'f [he teachers wan[ universi5 suporf? t here are a numLr ofposxible reasons. 

Some sfafedfhaf [he universi5 is "a dfirenf w o r k  (inquity nofes, Ucfober gfh, 2004). 

Becaure [he iniriafors of [he p rpc f  hadnever actually faugl;fin elemenfa? or secon&ry schooL; 

some feachers f ib [he profesors couldno f rehie to the obsfacLis [hey facedas feuchers "in inhe 

frenches, ~ fhers  fi4 f a  heir e i n g  efirtr fo feuch imagnafive$ were nofah9s honoured5 

[he pfissors. A memo bom fhe prcjecf hders in anofher prficj4afi iy L f r ic f  in [he overaf 

f U C  M p r o j  f, adtlresses this uneare 

"A numLr of feuchers filf fhaf neyafive commenfs made $i /some of f h e  prlvecf 

coordnafors] concerning how 6 0 9  mod currenf feaching is were not l a y  

respecffuialof [he many efirtr fhaf dstrictr andinL1S.vidualfeaders are ma&y - fo 

involve sfudents in the besf l r n i t y  situafions thy can, g j u e ~ ~  iti a reminder lo us 

to honour andvalue where teachers are a t  in their chssrooms, and when we f a 4  

aLuf  b needfo chatye, fo fhinl; abouf how [hose who foil&i$ in fhe 'frenches' 

wifreceive fhe messye," ( v f  f eahrs, &pft 2 4 4  2004, f U C 9 0  pryress 

reporfl 

Perhaps because 9 hadfaujhf fir siryears in pub$ scloolr andwas lkrr infimihfing ings a 

master's sfudnf. 9 was wehomedinfo the dstricfproceedngs. Perhaps thy hl;edfhe initiaial 

presenfarions 9 deheredaf the summer YER.G conference andfhe initialdsfrjct meetinmy . r y a r d r y  
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my approach lo research ~ o f h i r y  reyiredfhem to worh wifh me in order to p r t i c p f c  in /he 

pryecf Neverfhehss, as the monfhsprojressedandfheir parficpafion in /he program hyyed 7 

offen wonderedif 9 hadsomehow dsappinted/hem, 

socialfime spnf wifh /heir peers. 7Ir a researcher, however, 9 was hoping fo obrerve syi~ibcant 

charyes in how (hey plannedhssons, how /heir menfalappoach lo teaching may have Jrhifed and 

how /hey may be relating fo f h r  sfudcnts, peers, and'adminisfrafors dfirenf$. How was /he 

implemenia fion aa t fcy  iheir fhurishing as feathers? 

By November, 2004, fhree monfhs info the imphmentafion of fhe pryect, ? w,a worned 

abou I (he projress of /he pryecf Mosf feachers hadnotyef desijnedandimphmen f e h  single 

&on, undwe hadto cancelho meefings due to a princpats fragic &a& andmy being away fo 

fendmy sichfi&er, Akhouyh one feacher hadcomplefe$ immersedherselfn creafing /he "hob" 

of an imaginafive educafion chssroom. a f f ec r~ f ru~hy  wifh /he sfrucfure andtheory. she 

comphieb puhdhck, 

yeuh, fhey [~fuhnts] hadenfhusia~vn. buf ifhey were] nof engaged  So, wifh 

/ha/ en/ll;siasm. andnofhiny to engage them. /he classroom became nothiy buf 
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chaos, That's when 9 took down the pit house. That's it, the desh are coming back 

in, 7 l n d d i y j ' ~ s t  tumbled andit just jot worse, ~ u t  we as a schoolhada L r d  

week --it was about a week or two 6 1  was badin there, 9tyot bad 9 9dvn Y 
know, 9 can't say because there was so much qoinq on at that time. ~h inqs  were 

J J J  J 

just  escahtiny everywhere, g n d p t  rememher sTiy "9've hadit". Every th j n g .  
th shut everything down. W need io y o  backward. b u i y  session. Nov 24 , 

~U%oug&rl, teachers were quite supportive of one another. most seemedcontent to occas~ona~ 

attendmeetings andshareyenerall'war stont?sI " Not m d  seemedfo be happening. 

When 9 vjsitedone teacher's chssroom in early November. however. his commmnti wen 

chr~&i.~ He saw his invohement as a bve-year process. so he was not worriedabout hi,, current 

progress in the project, %e sincere$ statedhedl;ir commitment, saidhe "hadshi@edde wcry he thought 

in the clarrroom."andfk that L wouldon hnue to work with the approach incrementalj, " ~ t ' s  

not a b u t y e ~ i n ~  it a//ny ht now. " he statedusually . "it wi//happen " If irsonalin terview. NOV, 

36 2004b M s  a~itude was refreshing tor me, andhis enthusiasm surprisedme. 9 r e a h e d ~  W 

becomejadedconcerning the hck of visible response andcommitment in the dstnkt, Mhough 9 

conside redthree month ample time to desiy n andimplement whole units using the 9maqinatjve .J 

Ehcation approach. 9 was not "in the trenches. " 9 was beinyjuudgmental an)lious toy e t  on with 

my own work, and9 neededo letyo of the resukjng negativi5. ~oncurrent$.9 neededo adhess 

the particpan fi.' hck of action. 
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at the meeting that same evening, 9shareda story ahout my mother a n d c o m m i e  9 

ha+/ retumdfiom he@3 her nurse my fither. who hadheen hospitahedbrief$. The week 9 

spent wihessing her comphb se/fhssness as she tendldhim resonadwifh my readlqr c8mceming 

human flurishiry 'The commentsshe heardhi$ from others to take care of hersefwm t 

unheard andshe workedherse f into a state of in firmig. a sadsto y, it never theless ep4iGitedmy 

undlrstandng of the various leveh of commitmentanA~nkedfhis commiiinent topersonalhea/21; 

7hrouyh sharing this stoy, 9 hopedto encolrraye he teachers to commit more fully to t h e  pry>ct 

to fillow throuyh with their hsson idlasf L a fiendthe meefingf andto access each other :or support, 

fi BY NovemGer .2004~ my research notes ya in  reflect my own amGiva/cnce concerning 

the prqect. BY this bme. on$ two teachers hadimplemen teda single 9myinative ivcducation 

hssonf and9 was fiekng more &e a secreta y as 9 huntedteachers h w n  to orgdnize mectingsf than 

a par f ic~ato y researcher, 9 was wea ry with the processf hea with pregnancy, worriedtha t the 

whoh prgect was f r i n g  andthus concemedthat my research wouldbe worth L BY 

November zjr< 9 reakzedthe fully cohbora five inquiy 9 hadin mindinitially wouhrever come 

to fruiionn, Gut d a  t perhaps t h ~  was f i r  the Gest, Another teacher within the prgect ah, came to 

this reaha fion, as e d i G i t d 5  her emailto me that week, 

Hi an,! ~oundr l k e  we have a mutual ihing happening here! 9 wondlr i/ 

suGcons~ious$~ you remindme of my huyhfer, in afher earneshess, andwith a/ /  
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herjoah in hfi, being pre4nanf a n d a l l .  . when 9 couldn Y L wifh her fo heb her 

in any way Maybe ihis is sorf of Ipying if hackwarJ! anyway 9 am vey much 

lw&y fonvardfo our ne$fmeetiy..and9 am fhnking &I ihir whoh ihing r n y  

nof furn ouf as you phnnedor hoped but rader f i n d  a hfi of ifs own! Lbok 
- .  

fonvardfo sharing my home wifhyou,.. [personal communirafion, Novenrber 

25fh,2004/ 

The prgec f hadindeedfounda hfi of ih own, and9 o d L  fedbeiiveen fiehng [he needhlj ive if hfi 

suppor f or a h w  if fo perish, if fha f was ih h e  course. ~ k h o u y  h a f fimes 9 fek fhe freeu$m of 

"h ffinyj o " of fhe responsibih$j for fhe prgec f i rrrccessfu fimphmen fa fion, the part of me &I reany 

behevedin [he pofenfiafof & fheoy in pracfice byan fo infetfere with my infenfion fo actsoh$ as 

a w i f m  fo & feachers' imphmen fa fion efforh. My rescarchjourna fno fes ilusfrafe fhir confusion 

andfhe proj~crr' success as if reh fedto my own idenfiiy 

9'm f iekng refreshed b j ive up my andalow fhe feachers to focu:: on 

e$ac$ what thy need- hsson work shopping. 9f thy can meet for iivo bu rs  a 

week to dcvebp hsson p h w ,  ferrifc, andif thy main fain a cohborafive [one, a l  

fhe beffer, 9 m  sfi//fiehng d h e n  to keep fhe teachers in the prgetf, and9 que~lion 

what is behind this, Does the prgec f i success refhcf my own success as a 6?am 

Lilder ? MY needto f i e  f hkedandapprecia fed? (NOV z3'< 2004) 

% [he montl;rpryreJsed if became char fhrouyh the indvid/uafteacher inferviews [ha! the 

feachers wanfedfwo fhiys: fime fo p h n  tyefher andfiefsupportedtl$ theirpeers, amidirecf 

answers from the '>$perfs" on 9 m ~ m t i v e  iveducafion 9 was neifher a ' F M d u e  fo beiy a 

forei~ner anda uivversi$j researcher nor an '>$pertu on develoying ~my ina t i ve  ducation hssons, 
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~hodu4ows4i~ who hew Mar4  Teffes create most of the samph lesson p h  avaihbk on the 

Ew website, Perhaps because she was a student she was les inh'midutin9' because she W 

struyyledwth the fiameworh brsthand she understoodtheir f.ustration; andecause she was 

animatedandar ticuhh, she was i n r p y  Her a ffenndace at one of the meetings was the hi jh l jht  

of the inquiry sessionsS 

Now tha f the teachers were using their meeh'ny times to phn  bye [her, 9 reahzed9 needed 

to chanje my research approach 7UZhoujh they hadrcrea fedtheir inquiry quertion (%)ha tare & 

Lunduries of 9m~yinalive ~ d u c a  fion?) anddevehpedan overaITstructure b the mee tiry (thy 

rotateacdrchoo fsetfings, provideda meal andre fiedon the prgect k a d r  andme to otyanize the ah tes 

andtimes andcommunicar~ these). they were not overal reflecting on their imylemenMion 

process through journa finj nor desijnating rohs andnorms f i r  the group fi4hough thy were 

particpaby in an inquiry. the structure was not fu f$ cohbora five, andthey "owned' vey bfffe 

responsibi~tj f i r  running the meetings.  hey wantedto show up if i t  was convenient b be fid to 

b e  inspired andto have /heir imphmenta tion problew,~ sohedby their peers, Who  can bfame 

them? 

fl; ~y Qec, G , even thoujh we were structuring the sessions accordng L & pr t i c~an ts '  

eTpressedneed-, we hadlot three, if not fiur, of /he teachers bom the inguiy group a p f f e r n  
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became evidin~, teachers wehomedme info [heir clasroom~; saidthey wouldl'fy their hesf" fo be af 

peers when fl;ey spoke wifh me, hey [hen wouldnof affendfhe meefingr fojarner andconfribufe fo 

f h a f ~ ~ p p ~ r t  

~y ~ecember f h ,  affer s p n d i y  a resfive niyhfaf one of fheparbc~anf'r homts, 7 

queslionedmy presence in [he district, My noles ihsfrafe m j  stafe of mind 

Y m  wondering if my sfubbornne,~ is forciy my presence here, 1 messed - 

didi t [  [ape the session hst niyht burneda 206 in my hosfi furnifure, j o t  a fhf 

fire, [hen stuck in snow. . . .a//siyns fha f 1 s h o u l d ~ U 7  L here? 

7he hsi two in u, sessions were h e h  yanuay 2005 7he brst Lied$ me, was h e l d  7 9 

af a hcalresfaurant a/ fhir meefiy, ?y ave an overview of fhe parbcpalion andacfiviiies of the 

i nqu iy j  roup over the b f o l r  monfhs andinfroducedporfraifure as my infendedfom~affor the 

research inferpretafion andwrite-up The [one of [he session was infendedto be cehbraloy and 

inviyorafinj, which 1 hopedfo accomphsh, in part fhrouy h ~ h a r i ~ o o d f o o d a n d a  s&chiy 

acfivi/y. Evey feacher involvcdn de p r p t  affendiedfjs meebny. 

f o r  [he /'bafsession [ha/ 9 atfen& on lanuny idh, on$ four feathers were present 

A#houyh 1 reahzedflat [here were numerous pd" reasons for i nh idua l  feachers fo h e  absent 9 

couMnof he@ fiehy disappoin fed 9 was ready fo 690 of the research process in [he drfrictaf fhir 
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time andto switch my fiIcus b he one teacher whose prtic$bahon hadbeen consirtent a,rdwhose 

pracbce hadreflecfedsome implementation of 9magr1abve Educabon. 9 ficused at dis p i n t  on 

one of the questions ofportraiture: "What  i rymhere?" 7he resoondry anmer was yan. 

a s  portrait fdhws, 

4.7 One %d&r lerj S h o k e ~  

7he ehmenhyy schoolwhere 9an work ir a i ; r i y h ~  fresh-ho(in9 buiMng imwlersedin he 

surroundng firmhndfumes. % 9 enCr the new$- renovatedschoor! the mission statenxnf boM$ 

pronounces the following: 

We are: 

- a fami$ of krners commiiYedto buiMry independenf hteracy and numeracy 

- striving for per~onale~cecellence in ufitucleI s & 4 ,  and(nowlldge 

- creabng a safe cohborativc environment 

- providry enriching e~periences andherre opportunities 

- devehping responsible, con/ribubng members of ajlobdlrocietj 

9 findthe blendof indviduah9 andjhbalmorahtj quite interesting in [his m i ~ ~ i o n  statement Ar 

9 enter various teachers' chssrooms in the school 9sec LEARN 70 W 9 N X ,  W 9 N X  70 
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L ~ ~ ~ ~ p r o r n i n e n t $  Aspbyed,perhapssiynafing the teachen' focus on teoching me facoynition, 

which mdy enable more "independent" Lrners, 

% 9 wake my wdy down the lory L lwdy  towarda clurer of rooms that housl! the 

~ ~ ~ ~ B p r t ~ c ~ a n t s ' c b s s e s ,  the charac~rirtics thatseparab an elemen fary schoolf&~,n my own 

e~periences h c h i n g  in hiyh schoolstrike me, Rows of bu fdwr " shoes h e  de area ne)rt to each 

c/asroom 'r dwr, most waqace is coveredin L h t i n  board, Aspby- tn y varims cbsses' recent 

work., andthe sir seems h n r i y h  t electric, firhaps ! ~ m  picking up on de studenb' ent'husia~m? 

Or simp$ theiryouth? Ar 9 near my desbnation, two puppies bounce out of classroom doors, and 

eyer studenb run b fi tch them. 7he puppies put me ins tan$ a t ease, and9 en ter the rooms with 

On fh first visit to the school 9 brjcfi visit huo of the particpanb' chssrooms, whose 

ambiance boldly con trash d u e  $ their Afferent teaching stjllr %by a break., al thnx 

particpating teachers meetspontaneous$ in the open halwdy andimmel te$6~gn L n  ter. 

comrades- in- arms, (thy 're keenest weapon beiry their mouths, one s$ thy seem more tied 

toye fher throuyh their mu fua~wiffiness than their overa finterests or personaktiex f l c c ~ w @ j  to one 

of de teachers, the elementary schoolusedto have a much lighter communify, Lt h o  t:achers are 

on maternify Lve, andthere isa new princpal who, thouyh welhked is not as '~.k~enkj1'as the 
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previous one, Over the past h o y  ears, the schoolhasj rown from a X-3 fo a X-6, so mmy new 

teachers were hiredwho havenl~yet fukj a@batedwith /he staff y t  is e v i n  a t e e  three, 

however, share a bond 

~re~sechn ajo l fh i r t  andsfackr. yon is smalln bui12but f a t y e  in presence, ~o rda land  

y i c k  lopfaj the host, he ensures 7 know how to make my way aroundthe schoolandfir~a$ a specibc 

place for me lo "hang O U ~ "  in his clasroom, 

The brst (hiy 9 notice a b u t  yan i 4d-yradc c fassroom from my perch on the fron t lef? 

s ih  of the room is his windows - they are a teacheri dram. BY, hoking out to the pfallf ieLd 4 [hey 

becbn but do no( re&$ &tract  heir effect is to open the room visuakj, aaLwing it to eFpand 

bey ondits wahdarea, Afer recess, the c b r  sits in a earpe tedarea direct4 in fron t of these 

windows while yan read a section from their current clarr novel: g e  has a crisp brisk voice. AJ he 

read, he varies hir tone andboosfs [he volume dorinj the interesting 6iti g e  is collcctedp$picakj 

so he doesn't ma& broad theatricalgerures whih. leciuring or ready.  Ryering his wedding 

ring. he k e e p  a constant eye on /hose stuhntJ* known to pickat others d o  [his lime an+ L r s  

them towardhim in a nurturinj, yet enforcing manner 8ecause he f ind humour in mod 

evefy/hinj, he pub me andhis chatyes riyh / at ease. 
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The hi& are e,xcitedabouf cons fruc tiny [heir own sfories. They 're enyyed, evitlZncedby a 

h5h levelof focusedeneryy in [he room, Their writin4 u prompt fmm a book by garris ~ u r d o c k  is 

a pic fure wifh a smaldoor andby L f e s ,  Basedon fhs image, [hey develop a main characfer, a 

seconday characfer, anda fifh for (heir sfory They &en have an hour fo wrife fhe sfo+y, d j leaniny 

he@ from 9an on how fo consfrucf an e,xcifin9 plof as fhey proyrexr, 

9an monifors &em andadvirs: " ~ a r f  of bein? ajoodwrifer is writiny wifhin fhe fimeyou 

have lo de audence. . . nofan epic &a willake fhe resf olyour hfi." This lip, 9 reahe, willl;e@ 

prepare &em for fheir fimedwriliny fesb, rr~andafedL$ (he province, 9 aho nofice l;ir a ffemp fs fo 

use ehmenb of 9maginalive ~ d u c a  fion in his suyjesli~m. usinj binay opposi fes. hke j o o f  and 

"ed' fo he@ [hem make if imagina live, To he@ &em wifh characferimlion. he ask. "*Whaf 

makes fhe charac fers wondetftuf?" 

Ar (hey consfrucf (heir sfories. fhe sfudenb s p k  casuafj fo (heir neiyhbours a d o  me. 

spe&ny as easi$ abouf a couyar fhaf freequenb heir neiyhburhoodasabu f (he ne,xf U a r y  

Poffer L k   hey move free$ aroundde room lo shypen pencih. f d c h  ihms, andput (heir names 

on & b r d f o  visit the washroom. There i an apropriab hhnce hhveen sfrucfure andfreedom 

in here. andas fhe m o n b  proyress. 9 wibess fhaf fhe sfudenb become siynifianf$ more self 
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r e h n ~  "z/oulre nine;you can .zp upyour own boob, 9an fef& one yirfusshe r e a h  krseflor 

recess, Such commenfs he@ the sfuudnts unhrsfand9an i e%pecfafions, 

e n  ir quick w i q ,  andcreative. As a sfuudn f himre6 h e  i [he infe9ent kidwho sifs in the 

L k  makinj ongoing. humorous, yet relevant quiyr a b u f  the leclure, This Lhaviour firrf broujht 

him fo my affenbon at fhe 2004 9ER.G conference. As a feacher, he > comfortable with a fifffe 

noise andmay hem, Lt h e  + s t  as quic& fo le f his chatyes know when fhY i re  crossdfhr bun&y 

fo zoohnd % yanuay, when hir charges re [urn brn their hofihy break he? quick fo catch 

misbehaviours andto remindfhem o/bofh [heir rules andrighb in hs  cldsroom. 

"R.ememberyour manners andjoob - 9 Cowyou're eFcitedl' he sayr as he bre&r ouf /he 

ma feria fs for f h r  science lesson. The kid u ffemp f fo resfrain fhemse fves from swarminrn hir d s k  
d 

which sits in [he mid& of the /;eon[ of the room, coveredin cfass suppfies andpapers b be markedor 

As one y i r f  mischievous$ tosses some maferiafs imer her shoulder, he admonishe~; " f i a f i  

jus t  beinj si$; fhaf i  not he@inj anybody. '' 

9an i abi f i  fy fo phy fleyib$ with structure m&es him a fike $ candhte f i r  im,yinafive 

Education metl$dofyy which requires teachers fo be quife infenfionafabouf fheirphns but fleFi6le 

in the p r o m  of imp lemenbnj them, 9n addfion, hir capabifify fo "r i le  up & scene "andmake 
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imprompu charyes in well-strucfureedy Lns abws him fo fielcomforable wifh L s fo$ne of an 

7mayinabve Educabon unit whose desbhafion muy be unbown. Re reahs fhaf 7myinafive 

ELcaafion is nof abouf fhe mefhodoLjyicalLbel "you don 'f have fo pyeon kle fhese fhirys, ' I  he 

saidaf one of [he inquiy sessions, " makeyour own &!finifion a n G o  wifh if " 

Re seems as comfirfable in fmn f of ayoup  of a L h  as in f&nf of his sfuhn/i, tvidenced 

by his presenfiry some of hir more imayinafive, well- funedlessons af bcaleLcabonalcoCvlfirences5 7 

was LC#$ enough $ wihess hir c L  engrossedin a "%rewsfer ' Mibons" hsson, in which every 

sfudenf inherits bd musf spenda mibon dohrs in a shorf amounf of bme fo earn even more 

money. A mafh lesson [ha f a h  incorporafes ready ,  research, andynfhesir ski&; "%rt?wsfer i 

Mibons" was, rmdoubfedly, a hif Ouriry u n o k r  virit, b sfudenfs hadjust dsphyedheir 

~robabihty Carnivalfir [he resf of [he school andon yefanofher occasion, 7 wihessedo lesson on 

b muscu/orkee/ealsydem rho[ faughf me some fundamenha& [ha[ even my own emergency medcal 

[raining &'f [ouch, 7an is a superb feacher in manit .J wayr, andhe h e m  Pneed7m9inafive 

Educabon mefhodoloyy fo be creabve - he> a nafural 

7an is [he son of oufsfandry educators; hir fiiher is especialj &own for b prowess 

feachiry hi$ schoolmad andscience. 9 often wonderedjust how s y & a n f $  his fafher influenced 
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his own teuchiny When one of fhe in7uiy parficpa~nh askedfor ideas on L w  de coulfsimph5 

her hi$ marking. 9an suyyesfeda "random draw, " n  procedure he barnedfi-om his faher: 

f i ck  one prson i name and check /heir homework in his group of four, 9 f i f i  

done, you willgef rewarded if not it; not Then there i [ha f peer persure, n j h ~  

My hddidfl;af - he used to do fha f wi fh fe.rfs in science unifs, ~ h e  kid barn as a 
J 

group, andone kjdwouldwrife [he fesf on a fesf day, a d d e y  wouldange f ha t  

mark you have fo make sure your group knew [heir sfuR soyou can gef ayood 

mark ouf of if 

g e  hadone pared comiry up i fo  complain ahouf fhispracticel, 9 &ink Once he 

eFplainedwl;y he was doiry it fha f p renf  acfuarral/y wed away quife undersfanhj 

hecause he saidfhaf if was /he firsf time his kidacfuarral/y read af home andhadfo 

work ?he dadwas hke - he came in andht! was mad But  he ako undersfoodaf 

/he endfhaf his daujhter had fo work af somefhiry ofher &an school S h e  was 

f y i r y  idfir-cuhf, ~ocia/ly, fhof was her problcm, 

a n  andhis bfher run a summer school fojefher, and, perhap L to his f i  [her i influence, 9an 

offen presenh I;ir ideas af loealconferences, Teuchiry in ihis fimi/j is freafedas a pro/iirion, not 

e n  i worldnever sfop s p n i n g  A ffer school he offen phys soccer wifh hs peers, goes fo 

~ i n d e n n d  wifh the k id ,  andmakes socio lvisifs with I;iT whob f a m i j  On weekend, his fami$ 

ofren fraveh fo ~ o r f h  Vancouver, where his paren f s a n d i n - w  reside, With a wife a n d h o  

chihen under a g e  fhree, h e  is perhaps one of the husjesf teachers in [he group, huf h e  remainedfhe 
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mosf consisfenfpresem af [he inquiy sesions andrepresenfedthe group af [he 2005 923Q$ 

M s  fami$ housedme on severaloccasions ding my visitr, The nyhf befire 9 firsf sfy ed 

in his home, he was l;dn in sheer rock in [he guesfroom in order fhaf if wouMbe ready f i r  me, 9an 9 9 

doesn Y make epuses - he gek dings done, 

When 9picfure 9an. 9 ofen imyine him as 9 once saw h m  in i;ir L&chen, af eme whih 

coo~(ing rice andsahnon andhoUng [he ba$ perchedon one raised$ bke a crane, ~ 6 i r  is how he 

runs his chsses, foo: af ease, m u k a s ~ i r y  cariry and'fLeding his sfuden fr  nufri60us$. 

e n  i wifi ir as brighf ~y edandas y i c k  as he is. 9n a phrase, she i "with i f "  gper having 

spen f a l h y  wifh [he k id,  as*- mon fh- olJanda 2 X year-OH she i s  filquic(on her fief and  

ready fo discuss any f o p  "Mommy brain "seems fo L v e  5passedfhir woman S h e  2. invohed 

wifh e n  i professionalbfi, evidenced5 her knowhdge of his coleagues a n d  mufua~f~endr l ;p  

among [hem. ~ndoubfedly, he shares his hi$ eFperiences wifh her. 

a&hououqh f h ~ y  're no[ house~epers, fhcy 're eFcelknf hosfs, "BY [he fhirdfimeyou visit 

you're fami$,'YhLy s y  9 changedmy brsf diaper on hir h u j h  fer. 9an sfoodbeside me, guiding 

me as h e  does ksfudenh -giving space fo do some h n g  independenf$, b d o w i r y  andamwering 

quesfioonr when needed 
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Over fhe s~ months 9 spent inferacfing with fhe inquiry~roup in their c/asrooms, at &ir 

homes, andduring meebngs, 9 was open impressedbr .J their dedcation, resihence, a n d i n s @ ,  

When these tfeacherssharedwhat it means to flourish as an educator, many metaphors nrose, One 

mentioneda f various times 6y various peoph was that of a tree: 

a teacher is a tree - smd l  alone. x need sun for support andconMnce. 

This sun r e p e n t i  a//fhe peoP/e wifh whom /he teacher interack 

a babnce otqiveNake &hers c&, foodandwater to the free while de tree 

produces o m e n  for those aroundit to breathe bee$, Some trees flourish, otheu 

don 't survive. 

(inquiry session, Oct. cttL, 2004) 

7he w o r k  fuhfspecies of trees, a ~ h u r i r / i n g  at &&rent capacihes, akhouyh a//set!&ngs in 

terms of being gmyinative ioeduca tors, 9an hadan outitandng presence in the prgect. 9 see 9an i 

resihence anddtemlinahion to flourish as bed represen tedas a mangrove, 

Mayroves begin as propyukr- a s*-inch I@ see+d bobbing in tho curre,tts of besh 

to sa/5 water, 7hese see&ngs don It know where they '//endup Over theyears, they midst tolerate 

fhis ambijuity to survive, ioeventua@j, some are sweptfar enouyh on shore to take root. 

7 '  i something very hopefukdout [hose see&ngs, % 9 passedthem h n g  paddy  

trips in the Florida ioevevergh&, 9 wondcrcdwhere they Yendup, if they wouldthrive there, 

whether the whims of nature andthe imperi~hsfic nature of humankindwouldl)ermit them fo f ind 

their most ha&fu(path in hfi, Their her are not ea-y 



fhese frees mnnye fo nof on4  survive, buf fhrive. They seem lo crjy fbe r f r yyh  

~ u c k  when /he &minub cunoedfhesc shuhw wufers, these tree$ were a refuge {or more 

burricuncs, (O,rce (be sund hudsbif?edundfbe wu ves bulirecehd //;ere frees remained /heir roofs 
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Chapter 5 

"All real change involves loss, arwiety, and struggle."l9 

5.1 Philosophical Interpretation 

5.1.1 Extension of Terminology 

As presented in Chapter 2,flourishing means, "to be in a period clf highest 

productivity, excellence, or influence; specifically of authors, painters, e1.c.: to  be 

in a state of activity or production" (Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary, 

1998). Based on this definition, flourishing teachers would produce excellent 

work that influences others. Although some inquiry participants produced work 

of high quality using the Imaginative Education approach, I did not observe any 

significant influence these lessons had on other professionals. In this sense, their 

flourishing was not evident. Potential long-term outcomes are difficult to predict 

due to  their wavering involvement in the project. If, however, one considers a 

second definition offlourish: "to make bold, sweeping movements ... to play with 

fantastic and irregular motion ... to execute in an irregular of fanciful strain of 

music ..." (Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionury), the efforts of the 

participants show up like spatters of paint on a canvas. These spatters may not 

have come together like the artwork of Pollock, but they were colourful moments 

nonetheless. Although the participants' efforts were not sustained, they did "play 

'9 Fullan, M. (1982). The Meaning of Educutional Change. New York: Teacher's College Press, p. 
60. 
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with" the ideas, and one teacher allowed the approach to create a highly "fantastic 

and irregular" climate in her classroom. 

During the inquiry sessions, teachers occasionally showed signs od 

flourishing. These moments generally occurred when the group was in an active, 

productive discussion. For example, one of the activities we conducted in the 

inquiry was to brainstorm, sketch, and share our thoughts on some of the key 

terms involved in the LUCID project. The group thus shared their individual 

thoughts concerning imagination, cultural inclusion, and flourishing. Discussing 

these terms powerfully affected the demeanour of the group and influenced their 

future discussions and lesson planning. Teachers often began the future inquiry 

sessions by sharing their successes and struggles and relating these stories to 

their personal flourishing (with no prompting by me), and defining imagination 

and the boundaries of imaginative education became the focus of the group. 

For the inquiry participants, the wordflourishing evoked images found 

mostly in nature: deciduous trees that provide homes and stability for others, 

and evergreens on mountaintops that weather the harshest of conditions. The 

lushness of many of these images signifies the complex needs of those who are 

flourishing in a sustained manner. The participants easily elaborated on their 

conceptions of the term, saying that those flourishing are creative and productive, 

moving over and through obstacles in their paths like water, rising every day to 

shine like the sun on someone, somewhere. In addition, those experiencing 

flourishing feel heightened intuition, that they are achieving important 

accomplishments, and are positively influencing others and their environment in 
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general. Although those flourishing maintain highly active lifestyles, they have 

ample time to enjoy life (inquiry session, Oct. 13, 2004). Although the teachers 

made these terms personally relevant, they also recognized the resonatirig themes 

in the other participants' definitions. 

5.1.2 Imaginative Education and Flourishing 

If we assume that the state of flourishing is both appetising and achievable 

for teachers, what aspects of implementing Imaginative Education could 

contribute to teacher flourishing? 

First, implementing Imaginative Education requires teachers to reflect 

upon their planning process. This reflection can lead to more intentional use of 

time. Those using the approach tend to either structure their units "beginning 

with the end in mind" or by seeking available materials with which to base their 

plans (teacher interviews, Nov.-July, 2005).. Because some teachers also sculpt 

their classroom spaces to accommodate a theme or overall activity for the units, 

they must identify the conditions they need in the classroom, especially in terms 

of classroom management. Those who attended the inquiry sessions consistently 

found that the collaborative meetings rejuvenated their interest and cornmitrnent 

levels, provided recognition for their efforts, helped them to develop partnerships 

within and between schools, and clarified the lesson design process (ibid.). In 

addition, involvement in a process that supports and reflects creativity ]may 

contribute to  teacher development in this area. 

Another question pertinent to  my research was how teachers could enable 

their students to flourish while also flourishing themselves. How can te.achers 
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avoid the "Gandhi Effect?" Based on my research, the answers to this query are 

presently indeterminable. More consistent participation over a span of years 

could lend the data to create a thorough discussion. However, considering 

Aristotle's viewpoint that happiness (flourishing) is tied to the telos (an mnate 

goal) is informative. 

Aristotle believed that because of our biological constitution, we are 

fulfilled only through requisite intellectual and moral activities that lead to a goal, 

all carried out within a social context (Belliotti, 2004, p. 6). The LUCID project 

offers teachers the goal of implementing an intellectually challenging theory. The 

moral aspect of the project - to  provide a more inclusive learning environment 

for all learners - requires a social context. During the course of my research, I 

witnessed teachers seemingly fulfilled when their classes were responding well to  

Imaginative Education unit framings and lessons. When teachers did not meet 

their goals concerning implementation, they stated that neither they nor their 

students were flourishing (teacher interviews, October 2004 -July 2005). It 

follows that a teacher's flourishing is implicated in their students' flourishing, if 

the students' flourishing is the teacher's goal. 

Administrative support was implicated in the teacher's determination of 

personal flourishing. As a whole, they felt supported by the SFU team and their 

peers, but were quite clear that their administrators were unaware of their 

strivings to implement Imaginative Education. For Nietzsche, affirmation within 

experiences directly contributed to the mentality of amor fati, the unconditional 

love of life (Belliotti, p. 91). Although some teachers were praised by their peers 
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and administrators for their creative ideas, at least one dropped from th~e project 

because he perceived his efforts to be negated. Although others may have a 

different perception, the participant felt his efforts were not supported. As a 

whole, teachers consistently expressed the need to have their efforts witnessed 

and affirmed in the classroom. Although these needs were communicated to the 

university researchers, I witnessed no efforts to accommodate their request. 

Nietzsche strove to celebrate the unpredictable nature of existence and the 

fragility of our social structures. Using suffering as a springboard for robust 

creative striving, he felt that people could transcend boundaries by 

deconstructing, re imagining, and recreating the self. He suggested that this 

process creates meaning and purpose for life (Belliotti, 2004, p. 116). 

As the teachers battled with the lesson frameworks and shared their 

frustrations and successes, they wavered between using the framework,, c' as an 

excuse for their implementation delay and using the framework and theory as a 

springboard for creativity. The teacher who "dove in" seemed to be engaged as 

Nietzsche describes, but she could not sustain her efforts without outside help. 

What began as an affirming experience for her turned difficult. Teachers also 

struggled with the ambiguity of the theory and with designing lessons that had 

flexible endings. The "destination into the unknown" was simply daunting and 

inhibited some participants from ever taking their first steps forward. 

In contrast, some of the participants volunteered many hours of their 

personal time and took the risk of momentarily changing their teaching 

approach. I think it is fair to say, however, that the teachers were not completely 
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committed to implementing the approach. According to Nietzsche, "When they 

no longer do anything 'voluntarily' but do everything of necessity, their feeling of 

freedom, subtlety, full power, of creative placing, disposing, and forming reaches 

its peak -- in short, that necessity and 'freedom of the will' become one in them" 

(as cited in Cameron, 2002, p. 42). If teachers had felt that to  teach well, they 

must incorporate an Imaginative Education approach, their flourishing may have 

been implicated differently. 

5.2 Theoretical Interpretation 

5.2.1 Improvising a Vision 

In Composing a Life (1989)~ Bateson suggests that each of us has done 

identity work by improvisation, discovering the shape of our creation along the 

way, rather than by pursuing a vision already defined. The vision of academia is 

an authoritative discourse in need of change. For example, Bateson recounts how 

many women at Amherst ended up investing huge amounts of time in nleeded 

public service, committee work, and teaching nondepartmental courses. Since 

these activities were not weighed significantly in promotion decisions, she 

believes they were in part self-destructive (Bateson, p. 54). As this situation 

illustrates, many women raised in male-dominated cultures have to struggle 

against the impulse to  sacrifice their health for the health of the whole; while 

many men reared in these same traditions have to struggle against pewasive 

imageries in which their own health is a victory achieved at the expense of 

another (ibid., p. 240). For us to  flourish, Bateson believes we need to equalize 
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these gender roles and slow the pace of life to establish more consistent 

caretaking. 

These suggestions require significant shifts in culture both inside and 

outside educational settings. Especially in North America, where efficiency and 

productivity are prized, "slowing down" is a difficult sell. Improving our 

improvisational skills, however, might work. For example, one of the women 

Bateson worked with did not so much reduce her professional life to have 

children as change the way that life was organized, learning to compose the 

disparate elements in novel ways (ibid., p. 1:74). The most important difference 

between her life then and now is that in escaping from a career track in which her 

rhythms were dictated from above, she became able to orchestrate her own life. 

"The name of the game for me now is to ensure flexibility in my daily schedule," 

she writes (ibid., p. 176). Such compositions of individual improvisatiorls can be 

shared as models of possibility for future generations (Bateson, p. 232). Men and 

women who address multiple commitments in flexible contexts can flourish in 

new ways. 

Bateson observed that constantly recreating ourselves is difficult, and we 

may resist change and hold onto the. stability of continuity even when it inflicts 

pain or damage. Witnessing people mainta.in damaging relationships for the 

sake of continuity made her wonder about the nature of commitment, a:nd about 

the need for a more fluid way to imagine the future (Bateson, p. 8). She espouses 

fashioning the ability to fluidly combine commitments in order that they enhance 

one another instead of detract. Instead of rejecting old traditions to embrace new 
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ones or settling into in a new tradition without commitment, we must create new 

ways of being as our lives, and our world, evolve (ibid., p. 66). 

The question of what to keep and what to "chuck" is omnipresent in 

educational theory and practice. The inquiry participants spent much of their 

time deliberating what is and is not Imaginative Education. Each teacher worked 

to determine how she could enhance her present practice through incorporating 

aspects of Imaginative Education. Some settled into the tradition without 

commitment, and some never found a way to incorporate the theory fluidly in 

their practice. They struggled with the flow of the narrative and sought help with 

all the phases of lesson design and implementation: deriving topics, designing 

lessons, obtaining material resources, planning follow- up to  the lessons, 

obtaining feedback during the implementation, and using appropriate 

assessment. Typically, a teacher would come up with an idea for a lesson, then go 

to the framework and "get stuck." 

When people are "stuck," outsiders who reflect their work back to' them 

can aid the difficult process of implementation. For example, a woman with 

whom Bateson worked offers this advice concerning working with creative 

people: 

There are two things about dealing with creative people. One is 
acknowledging their creativity, exploring it with them, getting them 
to do something other than just talking about it, and the other is 
helping them, because it's a hard process, and they can get 
discouraged. The advantage is that they really want to  finish their 
creations. The thing that keeps them going isn't charisma-that's 
what hooks them in-it's achieving. Frequently, when you're 
exploring some blockage, just doing it is like holding up a mirror, so 
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they can see what they have achieved, and that's more important 
than the actual advice you give. (Bateson, p. 182)20 

These two processes - getting teachers to act on their ideas, and helping them to 

clarify and work through their blockages-were pivotal in the implementation of 

Imaginative Education. 

5.2.2 Weaving the Web 

Like many qualitative researchers following the general theories of Max 

Weber and Clifford Geertz, I profess a semiotic definition of "culture." This 

suggests humans are suspended in webs of significance that we ourselves have 

spun, that culture is those webs, and the analysis of it to  be therefore not an 

experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search of 

meaning (Geertz, 1973, p. 4). Like Geertz, I believe it is of utmost importance to 

"look in the first instance not at its [teaching's] theories or findings" in order to 

gain understanding, but "at what the practitioners of it do" (ibid., p. 4). This 

practice of valuing experiential knowledge is consistent with the tenets of 

cooperative inquiry. Since I wanted to gain a better understanding of teacher 

flourishing, it was imperative that I witness teachers in the social environment of 

their schools. I acknowledge that what I perceived, what became my data, was 

actually my constructions of other people's constructions of their situations and 

actions (Geertz, p. 9). Nevertheless, I feel more efforts should be conducted to 

support and clarify the practice of teachers, so the rendering of their practice is 

important. 

20 This passage was also quoted in the section titled "Approach to Relationships." 
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Because culture is complex, rendering an account of it is also complex. 

Like the process of gaining knowledge in any field, one realizes, during the 

process of investigating and learning, that with every step gained in knowledge, 

another world of potential paths to more knowledge materializes. "Cultural 

analysis is ... intrinsically incomplete. And worse than that, the deeper oiie goes 

the less complete it is" (Geertz, p. 29). Thus, one never can grasp fully and render 

accurately a culture, but the culture may be thickly described and creatively 

portrayed (Geertz, p. 14). 

Due in part to the imaginative act involved in producing cultural theory, 

the rendering of it is neither predictive nor prescriptive. One teacher's 

experience incorporating Imaginative Education does not predetermine 

another's. I have attempted through sculpting a portrait of the inquiry process 

and one specific teacher, to creatively and aptly portray an experience. Although 

this account could be more intricately woven with more participation from the 

inquiry group, I am attempting to at least provide a platform for their voices in 

the future of the project. Perhaps then they may "deepen the conversation" 

(Geertz, 1973, p. 29, as cited in Lawrence - Lightfoot and Davis, p. lo). 

Why attend to and celebrate moments of resourcefulness? Why I-ecognize 

them instead of analyzing the webs of constraints that inhibit people's 

possibilities? Because, like Holland et al., I take an evaluative stance toward the 

oppressions that Foucault described, yet I do not anticipate a whole scale 

revolution nor favour interventions that impose policies and programs that only a 

few realize as beneficial. I choose to document and support those who strive to 
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liberate themselves and those around them on a daily basis. I seek to support the 

teacher (Holland et al., p. 277). 

5.2.3 Grappling with Frameworks 

Partially because the lesson framework the teachers were attempl ing to 

use was awkward for them and the process of determining key characteristics of 

Imaginative Educative troublesome, teachers decided to use their colleci.ive time 

to explore the question, "What is and is not Imagination Education?" and to 

brainstorm lessons. This meant that we spent less time discussing teacher 

flourishing and developing the structure of the inquiry (determining the norms 

for the meetings and alternating roles). However, by sharing their experiences in 

the classroom and helping one another build Imaginative Education lessons, they 

still maintained a focus on their personal flourishing as teachers and maintained 

a collaborative research methodology. The agendas for the meetings became as 

improvised as the implementation process itself, and I recognize now that the 

identity work these teachers were involved in was, as Holland et al. state, "led by 

hope, desperation, or even playfulness, but certainly by no rational plan" (1998, 

p. 7). As I witnessed their process, relationships between teacher flourishing and 

Imaginative Education became apparent. 

Grappling with the lesson design framework evoked many questions 

central to the practice of teaching. This process illustrates how the tools used to 

incorporate the methodology were also "using" the participants. For exa~mple, 

Holland and Cole (1995, p. 482) suggest we consider the hammer as a 

tool/artefact/mediator. Every hammer can be seen as an encapsulation of the 
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theory of the task and the theory of the person who fulfils the task. If one 

considers the Imaginative Education framework as a tool, then the users 

[teachers] could be encapsulated as Imaginative Educators. Being known in this 

terminology affects the manner of their approach to teaching. Language, too, is a 

tool that "uses" people. People tell others who they are, but even more i:mportant, 

they tell themselves and then try to act as though they are who they say they are 

(Holland et al., p. 3), so just by becoming involved in Imaginative Education, 

teachers may make a mental shift that affects their approach to teaching. 

Because they are involved in a group that is engaged in using imagination to 

teach more effectively, they may begin to see themselves as imaginative teachers, 

which may pervade their actual practices. 

Tools produce people that are like the tools they use. Perhaps this is what 

the creator of the framework intended - to sculpt a framework that would in 

turn, sculpt the teachers who implement his theory. The teachers who most 

resisted the framework were those who most perceived their planning processes 

as an expression of their teacher identities. 'Thus, changing the framework 

became essential in order to preserve their concepts of selfhood. Herein lies a 

paradox: "The accumulation and mastery of'a cultural tool kit and its use in 

overcoming the dependency on a particular culture is one of the basic 

contradictions of human development" (Shepel, 1995, p. 428). "How does 

liberation from the entrapments of our cultural worlds come about through the 

tools shaped in those worlds for their perpetuation?" (Holland et al., p.64) By 

submitting to the Imaginative Education methodology and using the prescribed 
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lesson - planning frameworks, teachers both evoke and inhibit the power of their 

imaginations. They are both freed and entrapped by the process. 

Some participants in the project seemed hesitant to alter the frameworks 

or use them only in part. Even though these frameworks were laboriously and 

intentionally designed by the Imaginative Education Research Group, the 

frameworks are a result of social interaction within that group: 

Although individuals constantly construct and reconstruct their 
own mediating devices, most of their constructions are not original. 
They have been appropriated in the course of social interaction with 
others, who, in turn, appropriated the devices from others. Ekren 
productions we might call innovative have developed in the flow- of 
social interaction and depend intimately upon it for their 
significance. (Holland et al., p. 36) 

Teachers who adjust the framework are adding their voice to a dynamic process. 

Everyone has this right to  authorship. 

5.2.4 Positioning Ourselves 

Accounts of culture that ignore the importance of social position 

surreptitiously participate in silencing of those who lack privilege and power. 

Upon my reflections of the inquiry experience, I became aware that even though 

all teachers volunteered to be a part of the inquiry, some perhaps felt op:pressed 

by my attempt to  get them to be more active in the implementation of 

Imaginative Education. One way to interpret this phenomenon is to  address the 

expectations laid upon us due to our individual positions in a figured world. 

In Holland et al.'s (1998) terms, "A figured world is a socially and 

culturally constructed realm of interpretation in which particular characters and 
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actors are recognized, significance is assigned to certain acts, and particular 

outcomes are valued over others" (p. 52). If LUCID is a figured world, then 

participants are actors who are changing the conceptual and material aspects of 

this world through their improvisations (ibid., p. 63). Significance is assigned to 

acts that correlate with the Imaginative Education approach, so fluid lessons that 

illustrate the use of the prescribed frameworks, active participation at workshops 

and conferences, and recruiting and educating other group members are 

outcomes highly valued. Those who end up going to Hawaii to present at 

international conferences have learned to internalize the authoritative discourses 

that configure these worlds and to "position themselves for themselves" (ibid., p. 

64). 

Positionality is one's relational identity. It concerns one's social place, 

entitlement, how one identifies one's position relative to others in terms of 

power, social affiliation and distance (Holland et al., p. 127). These positions 

often affect how people perceive and act within diverse social settings (ibid., p. 

44). 

For instance, my work as a researcher in the Imaginative Education 

Research Group may have positioned me in the slot of academia in many LUCID 

participants' minds. This position garnered me a certain amount of respect, but 

an amount less than that of the director of the overall research group. Because 

positionality affects confidence, being in a "low" position relative to others in the 

group may inhibit creative action altogether if the individual feels they must 
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"assume the identity of the Other" to meet e.xpectations (Fordham 1993, p. 26, as 

cited in Holland et al., 1998, p. 132). 

Based on this idea, is using the Imaginative Education frameworks forcing 

teachers to think imaginatively from a white English male perspective? Could 

using these frameworks actually undermine teachers' possibilities for exercising 

their full creative powers? Especially in the Imaginative Education master's 

cohorts, where students are graded by their successful use of these frameworks, 

could these teachers be learning to  colour in the drawings of the "Other"? 

The implementation of methodologies others have designed is an ongoing 

practice in education. In fact, many superb teachers appropriate ideas, full unit 

plans, and mannerisms from others. I see this practice as being quite different 

from using someone else's framework for how to think, to imagine. The initial 

process, like borrowing a sweater, is cursory, external in nature. The latter 

process, like taking a psychedelic drug, is more significant, an internal process. It 

can literally be mind-bending. Two teachers at  one of the inquiry sessions came 

to this conclusion: 

' 2 s  a team we realize that a lot of the questions [in theframework] 
are really in-depth and they cause you to think in a dzfferent way 
and that's why it takes so long." 

"I think that's what's hendin!? m y  mind. That's exactly it." 

"It's [bending one's mind] not a had thing. " 

"That's true. Itjust causes a hit offrustration". (Jan. i g t h ,  2005) 
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The resistance to  the frameworks was deep-felt. Until teachers felt they had the 

positional power to apprehend the framework and make it their own, they could 

not create. Some became paralyzed by the discourses represented by the 

framework and the overall approach. 

These discourses are the media around which socially and historically 

positioned persons orchestrate their subjectivities in practice. People are limited 

by their position but also provided with resources to  respond to the problematic 

situations they find themselves in (Holland et al., p. 32). This phenomenon 

relates back to Nietzsche's belief that obstacles provide opportunities for growth. 

How teachers choose to address these obstacles determines their agency. 

5.2.5 Answering 

In Bakhtin's (1981) dialogic world, people are constantly being "addressed" 

and must somehow provide an "answer"' (Holquist, 1990, p. 169). Just as with 

their positions, people work within and alongside a set of constraints that are also 

a set of possibilities for utterance (ihid., p. 171). "In 'answering,' the self' 

"authors" the world-including itself and others" (ibid., p. 171). Identities, which 

are organized socially, mediate the cleveloprnent of human agency. Subjectivity 

happens at an interface between the social and embodied sources of the self. This 

is called the self-in-practice, or the "authoring self' (Bakhtin, p. 32). 

During the inquiry sessions in which we discussed the frameworlzs and the 

boundaries of Imaginative Education, the teachers were immersed in this 

authorial process. Some developed an authorial stance, finding that the 

discussion process helped to  clarify their understandings of Imaginative 
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Education and their place within its implementation. Imagination solidified as 

being part of their identity as educators. Others found the struggle too 

demanding, too ambiguous, and withdrew from the inquiry. They still had to 

address their identity as educators - did this mean they were not imaginative 

teachers? Dialogism suggests that our identities remain dependent upon social 

relations and material conditions. ":If these [conditions] change, they must be 

'answered,' and old 'answers' about who one is may be undone ..." (Holla.nd et al., 

p. 187). Struggling with another's discourse is an important process, for it 

exposes the limitations of these existing discourses and provides opportunity for 

both personal growth and, in this case, the growth of the LUCID project itself. 

Teachers are enmeshed in disparate discourses - on practice, on 

curriculum, on classroom management, on community relations - and must be 

selective concerning where they extend their energy and time. Within these 

choices lies potential for sculpting not only t:heir classroom spaces, but also their 

own identities and agency: 

Identities are improvised - in the flow of activity within specific 
social situations - from the cultural resources at hand. Thus, 
persons and ...g roups are caught in the tensions between histories 
that have settled within them and the present discourses and 
images that attract them or somehow impinge upon them. In this 
continuous self-fashioning, identities are hard-won standpoints 
that, however dependent upon social support and however 
vulnerable to change, make at least a modicum of self-direction 
possible. They are possibilities for mediating agency. (Holland et 
al.7 P. 4) 

Human agents use whatever opportunity is at hand to affect their position in the 

cultural game (Holland et al., p. 279)- Thesestrivings are relevant not only to 

educators but to all people trying to make a 'better life for themselves and others. 
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Being involved in the inquiry was an opportunity for the participants to activate 

this agency, to improvise their own paths. 

5.2.6 Making Worlds 

The irony of play is that its freedom is as contained as its discipline, for 

both depend on the border established by the authority of the imaginer. This 

illuminates the frustrations the teachers experienced concerning the boundaries 

of Imaginative Education. What are they? Whose are they? Just as identity 

cannot be authored individually (Holland et al., p. 272), the boundaries of 

Imaginative Education must be played with collectively. This social play develops 

competency in newly imagined communities, like the inquiry group: "These new 

'imaginaries' build in their rehearsal a structure of disposition, a habitus, that 

comes to imbue the cultural media, the means of expression, that are their 

legacy" (Holland et al., p. 273). It takes a group of active players to create an 

imagined world and pass it on to others, for people achieve brilliant creativity 

when it is collectively enabled (Holland et al., p. 275). If Imaginative Education is 

to flourish as an educational approach, it will need to be sculpted by individuals 

who are invited to "play" as equal teammates, with full authorship. 

5.3 The Political Process 

5.3.1 Miller 

Miller (1990) examined research processes to determine how or if 

democratic, collaborative research methodologies might unintentionally 

reproduce the same oppressions as traditional research (Miller, p. 14). Of 
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particular concern was the designation of the sites of knowledge and power. In 

collaborative settings, does the university researcher alone remain an "expert?" 

(Miller, p. 15). 

Miller's work has encouraged me to be more aware of a number of 

researcher "traps." First, she warns of assunlptions and the importance of 

documenting both others, and mine, then looking repetitively at situations to  

formulate a deeper and broader viewpoint. Second, she suggests tolerating 

ambiguity and being patient with beginnings and the messiness associal ed with 

them (Miller, p. 58). This advice kept me sane during the long months of waiting 

for the inquiry to gain momentum. Third, she warns of the "malefic generosity" 

associated with change agents, noting, like E'aulo Freire, that the subtle ways in 

which attempts to help others may become infused with unexamined 

assumptions about the "right" ways to be or act (Miller, p. 53). These ways more 

often represent the attitudes and stances of those who are in charge rather than 

representing the actual needs of those identified as "needing help." For all 

participants to have the space to flourish, researchers must be constantly aware 

of assumptions and power dynamics that may limit others' voices. 

One challenge for research participants is to  shift the focus from .mastery 

as residing within the "experts" to  mastery as residing within the practice 

community (ibid., p. 273). Inquiry members may find it difficult to take on a 

long-term and open-ended commitment and may be confused by the notion that 

research questions could originate and be addressed within a practice community 
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(ibid., p.274). A comment by one of the LUCID principal researchers illlustrates 

this point: 

"As a broader philosophical point, I am sceptical about research 
approaches that claim to derive research questions from the setting 
itself. Questions only become meaningful against what Taylor calls 
a horizon of significance. In LUCID this has to do with values of 
equity and inclusion, cultural diversity and resilience, commuriity 
sustainability and an attachment to place. These are not values that 
are inherent in schools: that's why they're educationally important. 
So a methodology that places a focus on the subjective experience of 
"teacher flourishing" without reference to this broader value 
context may actually make it harder for you to get at the questions 
that really matter." (personal communication, October 11, 2005) 

Presently, I am uncertain that the IERG supports that mastery resides within the 

practice community. How does the research group consistently validate teachers' 

perspectives and experiences? 

Strikingly, although they vociferously requested help and feedback in the 

classroom, the inquiry participants resisted help offered from the project 

coordinators and chief researchers at SFU. This was due, in part, to a personality 

clash with one or more of the university researchers (project leader and teacher 

interviews, October-November, 2004). Even though the inquiry group was set up 

to establish a learning community across levels of expertise rather than  thin 

them (Miller, p. 266), I found the teachers still considered the researchers experts 

and themselves novices. In fact, I felt they might have been disappointed in what 

I could offer them since I was not an expert in Imaginative Education theory. 

Miller's opinion is that freedom emerges through risk taking, challenging, 

and taking initiative. These actions help educators overcome the three main 

obstacles she found: barriers of time, layers of assumptions, and ambiguity 
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(Miller, p. 1). The inquiry group was the only LUCID cohort to decide not to 

pursue a master's degree through their participation in the project. This, I 

believe, illustrated their overall choice not to carve a considerable amount of time 

out of their personal lives for the project. In part, because they were not 

obligated through a degree program to attend meetings and were offered no other 

appetising incentives, their attendance was spotty. Whereas individual teachers 

would often tell me they would be at the meetings during my visits to their 

classrooms, often something would "come up" to deter their attendance. This 

was frustrating for both the teachers who made sacrifices to attend and for me, 

since I spent a considerable amount of time organizing days when the majority of 

the group said they could attend. As the months progressed, it became apparent 

that commitment to the project was low. Although the participants were happy 

to open their classrooms to me and make time for lengthy interviews, I believe 

that the ambiguity and complexity of the nature of Imaginative Education 

affected their ability to commit to it fully. 

5.3.2 Clift 

Clift proposes that many researchers assume the roles of "parlour guests" 

and "interior decorators" (Clift, 1995, p. 3). These researchers come with 

intention of fixing what is broken. Upon reflection, my own irritation at the lack 

of initiative I witnessed concerning the overall implementation of the project is 

representative of the irritation she discusses in her work. Based on the individual 

teacher interviews, the participants believed the university researchers' 

expectations to be unrealistic. For example, the hours of planning required to 
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design a single Imaginative Education lesson is simply not feasible for teachers, 

who are already overwhelmed with tasks. Teachers mentioned feeling as if they 

were "drowning" (inquiry session, January, 2005). Who should be the lifeguard 

in this situation? 

There needs to be a shift from working on to working with the world of 

practice. Although researchers attempted to  work with teachers on the ilesson 

plans, lessons were often worked on, mostly separate from the site of 

implementation. Teachers are not broken entities that need to be fixed. The 

development and implementation of ideas should be shared by all participants. 

5.3.3 Rosenholtz 

Rosenholtz (1989) offers advice concerning how the organization and 

leadership of schools can affect learning outcomes. What factors (administrative, 

collegial or other) support a climate in which teachers can flourish 

professionally? 

She suggests that what policy makers need to focus on is not regulation, 

but deregulation, which she says makes schools more responsive to communities' 

needs, and gives more power to teachers and principals (Rosenholtz, p. 216). To 

accomplish this, she says policymakers will have to learn to trust teachers, 

"something too few politicians and bureaucrats seem capable of doing" (ibid., p. 

216). Since lack of trust is an obstacle that most likely will not dissipate soon, 

what do we do in the meantime? Citing deregulation as the overall answer to 

school organizational problems is a simplistic solution, as deregulation has been 

proven as systematically oppressive as centralized "dictatorship." While 
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Rosenholtz does make some hopeful claims, her ideas are now dated. Of course 

teachers need to feel like professionals, like they are an important part of a team, 

and that they are supported in their own learning quests. It will take more than 

deregulation to accomplish this, however, as Hargreaves suggests: teach~ers need 

support in the classroom, and their emotional needs, as well as intellectual needs, 

must be directly addressed in order for them to flourish professionally. 

The workplace conditions Rosenholtz found that influence more teacher 

collaboration are (1)certainty about their teclhnical culture (that they are 

professionals), (2) shared teaching goals, (3)involvement in schools' technical 

decisions, (4) team -teaching, and (5) school size and SES (1989., p. 45). In 

addition to these, I found that the more affective aspects of school culture 

significantly influenced collaboration. Charismatic leadership, involvement at a 

classroom level, and affirmation of effort and risk-taking are needed from direct 

administrators. With regard to Imaginative Education implementation, 

compatibility of teaching styles and grade levels encouraged team planning and 

teaching. 

5.3.4 Hargreaves 

Much research has been conducted regarding teacher change and the 

obstacles that impede teacher professional growth. Hargreaves, Earl, Moore, and 

Manning (2001) provide a contemporary account of some of the most stressful 

impediments to teacher flourishing. The overwhelming chief concern of most 

teachers in North America is increased accountability with fewer resources. 

Frankly, teachers are needy: in need of more time to plan, more quality 
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instructional materials, more training in special skills to address today's special 

learners, more recognition for their efforts, and more monetary compensation for 

their work. Given these needs, it would seem miraculous that some teachers still 

love what they do and flourish while doing it. I have never met a teacher, 

however, who felt that she could not improve her art. How could the 

implementation of Imaginative Education assist teacher flourishing? 

I agree with Hargreaves et al. that a gap exists in the educational change 

literature and standards-based reform concerning the emotional aspects of 

teaching and change (Hargreaves et al., p. 193). This thesis is a response to his 

call for more narrative inquiries that address the emotional natures of teaching 

and change. 

The action implications that Hargreaves et al. recommend for school 

leaders are directly applicable to the LUCID project. For example, redesigning 

timetables to align with the flexibility needed to plan and carry out imaginative 

lessons may help teachers feel less "boxed in" by time constraints. More planning 

time, especially with teachers of similar styles and curricula, may encourage more 

teacher reflection and risk-taking. Building teams (cohorts) carefully and 

providing facilitation may ensure trust is fostered, not thwarted, across all1 

participants. Regularly witnessing teachers' implementation efforts on site may 

affirm their process and offer researchers insights concerning the messir~ess of 

change. In addition, according high priority to both emotional and intellectual 

goals, both verbally and through written publications, may help validate the 
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process of Imaginative Education implementation, as well as the more 

quantifiable outcomes (Hargreaves et al., p. 194). 

5.4 The Research Process 

5.4.1 Cooperative Inquiry 

Cooperative Inquiry encourages deep and broad understanding among the 

co-researchers involved. By critically witnessing their own daily struggles to 

affect change in schools and sharing those efforts with others, the participants 

contribute to the understandings of teacher flourishing and its relationships with 

imaginative education. This research may suggest important lines of inquiry for 

consideration in the larger LUCID project. 

Influenced by Miller's (1990) interest on what constitutes "expert" 

knowledge, one question that I considered in my research was what motivates 

people to participate in collaborative inquiry, and who benefits most froin these 

arrangements (Heron, 1996, p. 265)? 

The process of collaborative inquiry establishes the potential for a.11 

participants to co-construct knowledge because the process represents an 

ongoing enterprise that invites groups to share, build upon, and transform what 

they understand concerning effective practice (ibid., p. 265). The process also 

requires rethinking the locus of learning from individual minds to an un-folding 

within a participatory, dialogical framework (ibid., p. 266). I found that teachers 

were resistant to this process, instead wanting the boundaries established for 

them by "experts." Even in terms of setting norms, participants seemed 
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disinterested, based on their overall lack of journaling on this topic and ,wavering 

attendance at  meetings. 

What distinguishes cooperative inquiry from other forms of participatory 

research is the essential element that those involved develop themselves through 

participation in the community of inquirers (Heron, 1996, p. 266). However, I 

wonder how one could fully resist developing personally through involvement 

with others? Is it possible NOT to be affected by others? Is this really a valid 

difference that separates this model from others in the action research tradition? 

I recognize the difficulty in determining how significantly people are affected by 

an experience. Nevertheless, it is part of the cooperative inquiry process to 

further understanding through sharing experiential knowledge. 

Consider the two critical tenets of cooperative inquiry: (1) knowledge is 

situated in experience, and (2) experience is understood through critical 

reflection with others who share this experience (ibid., p. 267). This suggests that 

without a forum of participating teachers, cooperative inquiry simply cannot 

work. This surely resonates with the Imaginative Education inquiry group. 

Researchers evaluate the success of cooperative inquiries, however, by 

whether or not new knowledge is applied to practice. Although some new 

knowledge was applied to this inquiiy partkipants' teaching practices, these 

lessons/units were either not maintained or not wholly based on Imaginative 

Education. Thus, for some individuals, the inquiry may have "worked," .to a 

degree, but not for the overall group. Currently, LUCID is attempting to recruit 

more teachers for the project to move forward in the research site, but I know of 
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no further group lesson-planning or individually-created lessons being 

implemented in the district since January, 2005. 

An aspect often missing in cooperative inquiry is the legitimate linking of 

the ideas and innovations with the broader educational community (ibid., p. 

273). Based on the administrators' lack of awareness of the Imaginative 

Education approach and how they could aid their striving teachers, I think it is 

fair to say that the broader community was not linked legitimately at this 

research site. 

Shared leadership is more demanding of teachers than they may desire. 

Inquiry groups need a strong facilitator, especially in the beginning of th~e 

inquiry, to convey the structure of the inqui~y, aid in the development ol'the 

initial inquiry question, establish collaborative decision-making, and safeguard 

an emotionally safe space for discussion. Based on the advice in my readhgs on 

methodology, I felt I needed to quickly concede authority so that the group could 

become self-reliant. Upon reflection, the group needed guidance that is more 

direct in order to keep up enthusiasm and momentum from the conference. 

Nevertheless, participants' sincere commitment and follow through is required 

for an inquiry to work. 

5.4.2 Portraiture 

Portraiture, while still a form of qualitative research, puts the research 

more in the hands of one researcher, who works to portray a picture that reflects 

the complexity of individuals' experiences and beliefs. Portraiture arose as a less 

demanding form of research for participants in this research. I realize th~at 
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portraiture can be viewed as an "escape" to the essentially contestable 

methodology of ethnography; nevertheless, I believe that it is a worthy practice, 

that by sharing a portrait, one may share understanding, which is an essential 

goal of research. 

As I read my research journal, the "story" that pops out is that of a First 

Nations Band School. It is a story that beckons me due to all the stereotypical 

reasons - a foreign land and people [to me], a conflict-ridden setting, 

multifaceted "characters" ready for portraits. Yet I exclude this story for political 

and ethical reasons: these people have had their story told too often by white, 

privileged outsiders, there to gawk at their ways, write a book, and then go on 

about their ways, neglecting the need that screams out everyday. I do not want to 

add my name to the list of those who have used these people for their ovm 

progress. It would take a lifetime of study and a sincere invitation into their 

world for me to be able to create a portrait that does them justice. I am interested 

in their story, and I will continue to listen to it, but I cannot, at this time, attempt 

to represent it for others. 

As Gilligan (1982) writes, "one cannot take the life history out of history" 

(as quoted by Sterling, L. "Indigenizing Schools ...," 2004). We must know the 

history to address the issue. Due to my inquisitiveness, I have broadened my 

understanding of the "integration" of First Nations peoples and its effects on 
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them today.21 Nevertheless, I realize I have much to learn. I am an outsider 

looking in, in most every way. 

Thus, I chose what some might view to be the "easy" way out - to 

represent a white male's scenario. In anticipation of such claims, I must put forth 

that he was the most willing participant, the one who divulged his experiences 

most openly, and who attempted to incorporate Imaginative Education lessons in 

more than a cursory fashion. In sum, Ian followed through in a manner that no 

other participant did. Thus, his experience seemed most meaningful in terms of 

showing the relationships between Imaginative Education and teacher 

flourishing. 

5.4.3 Reflexivity 

The interpretation of this thesis, as readers will see, is frank and 

straightforward in tone. My experience with cooperative inquiry was not glossy, 

and I do not exhibit it as such. In her article, "Good Enough Methods for 

Ethnographic Research," Luttrell(2000) advocates that "researchers naime the 

tensions, contradictions, and power imbalances that they encounter in their 

work, rather than attempting to eliminate them" (p. 499). Research should be 

"good enough."22 Whereby researchers view fieldwork as an ongoing process of 

realizations that lead to complex choices, one "should think about research 

decisions in terms of what is lost and what is gained rather than what might be 

By "integration," I mean the historical colonization of British Columbia and the resulting 
decimation of First Nations culture through the education of children separate from their families 
and tribal elders. 
22 Luttrell(2000) advocates that, as Winnecott (1965:) called for "good enough" mothering, we 
strive to develop "good enough" research methods (p. 515). 
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ideal ... accounting for these 'good enough' decisions is ... the nitty-gritty of 

researcher reflexivity" (Luttrell, p. 500). My decision to focus on Ian in the 

portrait was a long, complex process. Ideally, I would have written portraits of 

three or more project participants from different schools and illustrated their 

resulting cross-cultural experiences. But there simply was not enough overall 

participation to do this well. The layers of assumptions and false connections I 

would make would be a result of force. The portraits would not have resonated 

with one another. 

A "good enough" researcher is aware that she has personal stakes and 

investments in research relationships, does not shy away from frustrations, 

anxieties, and disappointments that are a part of these relationships, and seeks to 

understand and appreciate the differences between one's self and the other. This 

researcher also accepts the mistakes she makes, for these mistakes are e:rrors 

often made because of her blind spots and the intensity of her social, emotional, 

and intellectual involvement in and with the subjects of her research (Luttrell, p. 

515). "At its core, ethnographic research is creative, inventive, emotionally 

charged, and uneasy. 'Good enough' researchers find ways to sustain all these 

aspects" (ibid., p. 517). 

I have found that allowing methodology to act as a tool and not as a 

restraint helped me to portray more authentically my understanding of the 

situations involved in my own research. My attempt to be imaginative in my use 

of the methodologies of cooperative inquiry and portraiture illustrates my belief 

that improvisation, more than transgression, is an emancipatory act. 
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Chapter 6 

The following suggestions are based on my reflections on what I witnessed 

as a research assistant for the LUCID project. I offer these suggestions humbly. 

Individuals seeking more specific suggestions on teaching in an Imaginative 

Education approach should contact the IERG. 

6.1 Suggestions 

6.1.1 Concerning Teaching 

Planning Imaginative Education lessons requires that teachers return to 

the planning process and write out their intentions meticulously. Because most 

senior, practiced teachers teach more from "their heads" than from written plans, 

this process can be gruelling. This transition might be eased by encouraging 

teachers to begin with mini-lessons, instead of whole units, and to adapt the 

planning framework until it suits them. 

Most teaching occurs in professional isolation. Teachers need to feel 

supported when they are attempting to implement new approaches, espttcially 

ones as ambiguous as Imaginative Education. Incorporating "expert" guidance in 

individuals' classes may help teachers feel confident that they are doing the 

"right" thing and encourage them to follow through with their ideas. 

Teachers who have been using the Imaginative Education approach in 

other districts offer this advice for those teachers just beginning implementation: 
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'P Focus less on testing curriculum coverage and more on significant student 

engagement with the material. 

'P Keeping them in the game cannot be forced. If they lose interest, end the 

unit and move on. 

'P You can't use the same structure everyday. Vary your cognitive tools. 

'P Allow yourself to take breaks from the approach. 

'P Don't attempt to engage the student if you're not engaged yourself. 

'P The longer you teach with this approach, the less you write down.23 

6.1.2 Concerning Administrative Support 

As part of following my role as a co-researcher, I wanted the enthusiasm 

for the project to come from the group, not t:o be generated by the project leader 

or me. Upon reflection, charismatic influence is probably something they needed 

from a leader. 

Offering a choice of incentives to reciprocate the time and effort teachers 

volunteer for the project implementation may garner more participation. Since 

the master's cohort was not feasible for the teachers in the inquiry group, 

honouring a request made through group consensus might be beneficial. 

LUCID may want to redesign the project leader's role to ensure she has 

available time to visit teachers on site, schedule monthly meetings, and actively 

recruit other participants. 

23 These suggestions were gathered from teachers at the 2005 summer workshop held by IERG at 
SFU. 
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Most administrators who had teachers involved in the project seemed 

unaware as to how implementation might look and how they could support their 

teachers. Ideally, teachers need flexible scheduling in order to  work with the 

underlying narratives involved in Imaginative Education lesson planning. More 

administrative availability may be requested to enable excursions and to 

forewarn school staff and parents that "strange happenings" might soon occur 

due to teachers incorporating the Imaginative Education approach. 

6.1.3 Concerning Structure of Meetings 

Most teachers involved in the inquiry needed more structure for both the 

inquiry sessions and the implementation of Imaginative Education. Setting aside 

planning days that allow teachers to work with peers according to their needs 

may help teachers maintain their momentum and work through obstacles in their 

planning process. Since Imaginative Education lesson planning may require 

more sustained focus than other approaches, having food and drink available and 

scheduling lengthy meetings might allow for more complete results. For the 

same reason, meetings should be composed of little lecturing from experts and 

more hands-on lesson planning. 

Because expression organizes experience, teachers also need the 

opportunity to voice their struggles and successes. Perhaps a limited time per 

session could be established for this task. 
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6.2 Afterward: Potent Recreation 

What enamours me most concerning the potency of the imagination is the 

mind's capacity to deconstruct its conceptioils and then recombine the elements 

of them at its pleasure. In such a way, we "story" our lives through combining and 

recombining events according to  our changing perceptions of them, thus 

fashioning our identities and the way we perceive the world in general. 

Flourishers create flourishing stories of their lives, using their imaginations to 

maintain a positive approach to  challenges and tragedies. Their imaginations 

empower them to not only survive and endure, but to thrive. 

Composing a life involves a continual re imagining of the future and 

reinterpretation of the past to  give meaning to the present, remembering best 

those events that prefigured what followed, forgetting those that proved to have 

no meaning within the narrative (Bateson, 1989, p. 30). Imagination gives us the 

strength to  recreate both our identities and our perceptions of our world, 

allowing us to flourish. This same practice transfers to  the classroom setting, in 

which teachers may not only teach in a more engaging manner, but also model 

for their students an essential life skill. My research has illustrated that, as Casey 

(1993) says, "Human agency may be frail, especially with those of little power, but 

it happens daily and mundanely, and it deserves our attention" (p. 5). 

Teacher flourishing can be a process of potent recreation. Like the seeds of 

a dandelion blown by a light-hearted, wishful child, flourishing teachers have the 

potency to create new worlds wherever they land. As Ian said to explain his 

sketch of a dandelion: "I sort of think flourishing is that. It looks like it's 
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contained, but the slightest energy spreads it everywhere. It's infectious that way. 

You can't get rid of it once it starts." 
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F i g ~ r e  2 Ian's sketch o f  a clandelion: "Flo~trishing" 
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Appendix 

This project entails a research alliance between the Faculty of Education, 

Simon Fraser University, and school district-First Nation partnerships in three 

locations in British Columbia. Building on the work of SFU's Kieran Egan, holder 

of a Canada Research Chair in Education, and on the Faculty's extensive 

experience with community-based professional programs, we will investigate 

whether the concepts and methods of imaginative education can help schools 

meet the academic, social, cultural, and emotional needs of First Nations 

children, in ways that are inclusive of all children in those schools. 

The project applies an innovative educational theory to a problem of major 

importance to communities across Canada and elsewhere: How can schools 

improve the academic success and life chances of Aboriginal children? At its 

heart is a transformation of the ways in which teachers think about and practice 

education, so that the imaginative engagement of all learners becomes for them a 

basic professional standard, and so that they are equipped with the knowledge 

and skills to routinely achieve this standard across the curriculum. While there is 

considerable theoretical and empirical evidence to suggest this may be possible, 

this project will constitute the first intensive, large-scale attempt at  

implementation. As such, it brings together three major fields of educational 

research: the relationship between curriculum, teaching, and learning; effective 

schooling for First Nations children; and sustainable educational change. 
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To accomplish the objectives of the study, a research alliance is essential. 

In order for any educational reform to be sustainable, knowledge has to  be held, 

developed, and passed on within the professional community of teachers and 

teacher educators. In school districts where Aboriginal children form a 

substantial proportion of the enrollment, First Nations organizations must be 

actively involved in the process of change as well. Accordingly, the project has 

been designed as a three-way partnership between the Faculty of Education at 

Simon Fraser University, three British Columbia school districts, and the 

respective First Nation educational body in each district. It is anticipated that, in 

addition to  the project's contributions to academic knowledge in a broader sense, 

all three partners will benefit directly and substantially from the proposed 

research and training activities. 

Stage One: Professional transformation 

In Year One of the project, up to the beginning of the school year in 

September 2004, we will focus on training Project Leaders and teachers in the 

concepts and methods of culturally inclusive imaginative education. The capstone 

event of this phase will be an intensive collaborative curriculum development 

workshop held at  SFU in the summer of 2004, attended by Project Leaders and 

teachers from all three districts. By the end of this workshop we expect teachers 

to be confident in working with the imaginative education framework, to have 

developed imaginative unit plans covering 30- 50% of the curriculum in grades 4- 

7, and to have acquired new skills of assessment and classroom observation that 
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will form the basis for collecting action-research data in the next phase of the 

project. 

Research in this initial phase will focus primarily on the nature of the 

professional transformation that teachers undergo as they acquire new ways of 

thinking about their practice and about children's access to curricular knowledge, 

building on a preliminary study by McKenzie and Fettes (2002). Teachers will be 

engaged in self-reflection through journal writing, peer-group discussions, and 

interviews. Questions will be open-ended, for instance "Can you briefly describe 

your understanding of imaginative education?", "Can you describe one lesson or 

unit in which you think your class was imaginatively engaged?", and "How do you 

know what the children in your class are learning?" Data from across the sites 

will be combined and subjected to qualitative analysis for common themes, 

derived in part from prior research and theory and in part from the data 

themselves. This research will continue through the subsequent phases s f  the 

project, yielding a valuable set of portraits that will contribute to  the literature on 

teachers' professional growth and the ways in which universities can foster it. We 

also expect this research to yield direct benefits for SFU's professional programs 

and for the teachers and school districts involved. 

Stage Two: Working models 

Years Two and Three of the project will entail intensive research aimed at 

developing working models of culturally inclusive imaginative education that fit 

the circumstances of each school and community. Project Leaders and teachers 

will be trained as co-researchers in assessing the nature and quality of children's 
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learning, in collaboration with faculty and students from SFU. A projectwide 

evaluation will be carried out in January-March, 2005, and the entire project 

team will meet at a retreat hosted by one of the districts to discuss the findings 

and draft a research plan for the following year. Team members will also attend 

and present findings from the project in the second International Conference on 

Imagination and Education at SFU in the summer of 2005. The 2005-2006 

school year will see a continuation and expansion of the work done in the 

previous year; by this time teachers will be expected to have developed a high 

level of mastery and to be able to draw on a wide array of unit plans and materials 

developed across the sites. Team members will also be engaged in planning for 

the third phase of the project, to begin in the summer of 2006. A second project- 

wide evaluation will take place in January-March, 2006, followed by a retreat 

designed to facilitate the transition to the third phase. 

Research in this second phase will focus on curriculum and pedagogy. 

Because imaginative education actively engages learners in making sense of the 

curriculum, individually and collectively, it requires considerable skills of 

observation and responsiveness on the part of the teacher: no two children and 

no two classes follow exactly the same path to understanding. For this reason, 

teachers will be trained in methods of ethnographic observation and authentic 

assessment that will help them find out more about their learners and the ways in 

which they respond to the classroom experience. Some preliminary research in 

Year One will be conducted by SFU faculty in collaboration with teachers and 

First Nation educators, yielding baseline knowledge about learners, pedagogy, 

classroom environment, and barriers to 1ear:ning that will inform the 
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interventions planned in Years Two and Three. The following list is not intended 

to be exhaustive, but to give an idea of the kinds of procedures that will be used. 

The research undertaken in this central phase of the project is expected to 

be of great interest to educators working in multicultural contexts around the 

world. It will also contribute to substantially increasing the professional capacity 

and knowledge base of the school districts and First Nation educational 

institutions involved. *4 

7.4 This section of the proposal is directly copied from the research proposal submitted to the 
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada by Mark Fettes, LUCID chief 
researcher. 
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